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12.9 Tirning

12.9.1 Overview. The successful interconnection of multivendor system components mandates that
delay and bit less he llocated Fairly and realistically among the various system elements. The balance of

this section defines the upper limits of delay and bit loss allocated to each component. These values allow
proper operation with the worst-case system configuration of five levels of hubs, special links, maximum-
length cable segments throughout the network, and colliding DTEs at extremes of the network.

12.9.2 DTE Tirning. DTE Initial Transmit Delay is the time from the first full transition (due to the first
D'UTP'UT_UNI'T cfpreamblel from the ll-[AC to the first full transition (after startup bit loss, if any) at the
MDI. This delay shall not exceed BET. The start bit loss shall not exceed 1 bit.

DTEs shall correctly receive frames that are preceded by 13 or more bits ofpreamble plus 3 bits of -.:si'd>.
There is a delay between the reception of signal at the PMA input of a DTE and operation of the deferral

process in the MAC. Therefore, there is a window in which a DTE may fail to defer to a transmission even
after it has arrived at the input. The DTE Deference Delay is the time from the receipt of the first transi-
tion of the preamble at the MDI until the last moment that the DTE might start transmitting at the MIDI.
This delay includes the following components:

(1) The delay from the first input transition at the MDI to GARRIER_UN at the PLS-MAC interface
(2) The delay through the MAC processes from C.ARRIER_DNto the last moment that a new transmis-

sion would miss being deferred
{3} The delay from the first 0UTPUT_UNIT at the MAC-PLS interface to the first output. transition at

the MIDI

The DTE Defer-enoe Delay shall be no more than 21BT.
The DTE Collision Shutdown Delay is the time from the first CVL or CVH arriving at the MDI of a trans«

mitting DTE until that DTE transmits IDL at that interface. This time shall be no more than QEET +
jamSize=5El-ET. This limit shall not start until fter the <sfd>- has been transmitted.

12.9.3 Medium Timing. The Medium Transit Delay is the time from when a signal enters the medium
until that signal leaves the medium. This delay shall not exceed ¢ET_

12.9.4 Special Link Tilning. Th.e Special Link Transit Delay is the time from when a signal enters a
special link until that signal leaves the special link. This delay shall not, exceed 15BT. The preamble leav-
ing a special link shall be no more than 2 bit cells longer than the preamble sent to that special linl; and no
more than 1 bit cell shorter than the preamble sent to that special link. For the purposes of these limits
only, the first bit transmitted shall be considered part of the sflence of the preceding IDL unless it meets
the requirements for the succeeding bits specified in 12.5.3.1. 1 and 12.fi.3.1.2.

12.9.5 I-Iub Timing. Hub Startup Delay is the time from when the first bit cell of the preamble arrives at
a hub until the first bit cell (also preamble) leaves that hub. This time shall be no greater than 12BT_ The
preamble sent by a hub shall be no more than 1 bit cell longer than the preamble sent to that hub or more
than 4 bit cells shorter than the preamble sent to that hub. For the purposes of these limits only, the first.
hit transmitted shall be considered part of the silence of the preceding IDL unless it meets the require-
ments for the succeeding bits specified in 12.5.3.1,1 and 12.5.3.1.2.

Hub Idle Collision Startup Delay applies to any case in which GP arrives preceded by fewer (or no) hit

times of preamble than the Hub Startup Delay. The time from arrival of the first. bit cell (either preamble
I11‘ CPl Until the first bit cell leaves the hub shall be no greater than IZBT.

Hub ‘Transit Delay is the time from the anival of any bit cell at a hub to the transmission of the corre-
sponding bit cell from the hub. This delay shall not exceed BBT, excluding the cumulative efiecta of clock
tolerance.

The transit (propagation) delay between the upward and downward sides of the Header Huh shall be
negligible.

Hub Delay St'retch."Shrin_k is the increase or decrease in a huh’s transit delay due to the Efffictg gf diffcl-_
ing clock rates. The clock rate tolerance of 0.01% specified in 12.32.41 and the maximum frame size of
1513 octets specified in -1.4.2.2 yield a maximum stretch or shrink of (55 + E + 1513 - 3} ' 0.01% ' 2 -r. 3BT,
both at any given hub and through an entire network,
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Huh Collision Detect De_l3_1.; is the time required For a hub tndebect muifiple irwoming signals and
Erma.-I-‘rni.-u'<ieI1 uI'CP. The tiaxe until trnnfintleslurl of the fiJ'EI.C'\=’H tn’ CV1 Shall be no 15!’:-."il1t".I' than 2l.B'T.

Hub Anive Coliiaion Eta_!'t1Jp Deiay in tl'.u- limo from the arrival tithe find CVH or CV}. of :1 C? pattern
at a hub that is repeating bit tulle until trmiumimsion ofthe fir.-.=t CV1“! or CV1 from the hub. This delay
shall he no greater than 12131‘ in either the upward or downward direction.

Hub (!nl]:L|sim1 Sliutclown Dela]! is tile tin:-e from IDL an-iving at a hub that is pausing on or generating
GP until that hub atnrta. tra_namitl;i.m: JDL. This delay ahell be limited to BET The limit is relaxed to 25ET,
Iirrwevor. for the upward side of a hub that in generating CF. This extra allowanoe lfl made to avoid requir-
ing implmnentefion of a separate <.E'l'Il2l} detection mechanism it: each port C-lithe l'|.1l ll.

l2.'ll.'I Safety. Imp-Ien1ento1's are urged be consult the relevant local, national, and in terunlioual safety regu-
lations to ensure compliance with the appropriate standards. EIA CB3-1981 levee .-'t.o.I:m:. l12I} provides
additional g'u.id.onn:e |:a.u::erning many relevant regulatory requirements.

hood installation prsuztice. as defined by applicable cod-ea am:l1'egulations. ahall he Followed EGMA-97
{sou none: [11I_I deaerihea sa&t;.- nequimms-:tt.s for [null area networks.

13.19.] Ia-elation. Ea).-;}3 P 1mmfl'mwlunIl5l1MlbeEDiBted fl"-|:e:n frame ground. This aieeu-ieal sep-
arntioia shell withstand at least one ofthe following elertrieal atrength t-Pate:

I,]J lfifltl V Irma) at 50 to 60 Hz for till 9., :.ij:'].1lii5tl an specified in Section 5.3.2 ol'lECT"1.Ib|i-:.et:I'on 550 [8].

lit) 33:35!) V {doll for fill 5, applied an apeeified in 3eI:"titIn 5.3.2 of]E-C Publication 913012333 Reference [8]).

on A eequence often 2400 V impllleefl nfidtornaflng polarity, applied at i.nt.er'Wa.lB of not less: than 1 s,
The ahnpe of the impulaea shall be 1.2350 pa: {L2 .111! Virtual fifint time. 5-0 tls virtual time of half
'-Htluirl. Ila defined in IEC Publication fill Isue H.e‘t'erenne lllll-

'['hs-re shall be no Lneulation breakdown. awn defined in Section 5.3.2 ofIEC Publication 95C! tee-a Reference

lS]'I, during the test The resietan-:.'e after the tat shall he at team: '2 Mil, measured at 50E} V {dc}.

22.1132 Teinphany Vettages. The use of bedding wiring twinge with it the gmesiibiiity o! wi:-i-ng errors
that may a:n.nnec1; telephony vnltnfietl to IBASES equipment. {Hirer than voice aignulx {which are very low:
voltage), the pflmary voltagea that may be enltoumered are the "'lJatte1'_1H' and Tinping voltages. Although
there in. no universal standard that conatzraina them, the following maximums generally apply:

{ll llattn.-ry voltage to an on-hook telephone line ia about -56 V (dc) applied to the line through a bal-
l1l1L'.L‘d alt!-ll E). Source impedance. This I.'o'l|.1u;e is used to power the t-elepl1oI.1e instrument and detect
the ofl”-hook condition. SI:-uroe ind ut'I:aIII:-'.I can cause large spikes on disconnect.

Bnttexy voltage to an off-hank telephone line ia also about —fiEi V (dcl applied to the line tlirnugh a
balanced 40D 51 aeurne impedance, but must nf the voltage appears across the source impedance
because the telephone ina.tru.ment'a impedarune ia relnt-ively much lower.

Ringing voltage is a enropositr signal. The first portion can be up to 1.75 V peak at 26- to 66 H1, lim-
ited lay.’ a 150 {ll an-urce resistance or :1 400 to-E-llll Q source inductive The second partial:
is -56 V {dc} limited by a. 30-0 to 6011 5} source impedance- Large‘ spikes can occur at tin: start and
end at‘ each ring.

Although IBASEE equipment in not required to survive aneh wiring hazarde without damage, applica-
tion of any of the above voltages ahall not result in any safety hazard.

l'1|'l.'J"I'l-'3: Wiring e:I1'nrs may impoae ta1e1.uhou_\rvnlhqp- dill‘-trr-trl.ir1IJ:.' across the I|_EA5l.-‘£5 trunsmllbum ur rr-l‘.‘.‘-l\'flJ‘i. lincuune lI1+.=.- hermi-
n:1IJ.nd'I I"r.n1LIl..I.u:u-e l.l.I{Elj' be be present across a rceelvrrli Lnpnl. 1a of nubatuntially lower impedance than an nll‘-haul. telephone instru-
u.1e1.|1.. lnrrwwnr, l‘t3DE.‘l.\|"B]'E will generally appear ‘on I11» lnlnplmnn p:-‘stem as ofi‘-hook telephones Full ring vollngm, themefm-e, will be
applied for null‘ I-l‘lDr1= Tmriodfi of time. "I'l1rIsnutt-erll lhlll ml.‘ oouplud using transfonnnrfi will ain:iJrLrL.r appuur lll-t'H r.Ifi'-hoolt telephones
fIl'L-ou;:h pwllupa a bit more slowly} due to low NIiII|.'fl.rU.1'| of blue Lmoatbrnaer coil.
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13. System Considerations for Multisegment 10 Mbls Base-band Networks

13.1 Overview. This section provides information on building mnltisegment 10 Miss hasehand networks
within a single collision domain. The proper operation of a CSMAJCD network requires network size to be
limited to control round-trip propagation delay to meet the requirements of 42.3.2.3 and 4.4.2.], and the
number afrepeaters between any two Data Terminal Equipments iDTEsl to be limited in order to limit the

shrinkage of the interpacket gap as it travels through the network. This section applies only to networks
that contain lflBASET segments.

NOTES Information on 103:9-SE—T is included to begin the process of developing this section. It is intended tl-mt 3.6.1 and 10.7.1 be
merged into this section in the future and that any new IUEASE sag-rssnt; be added to this section.

13.2 Definitions. Tbrrninology used in Section 13 is defined here:

collision domain.A single CSMNCD network. If two or more Media Access Control (MAC) suhlayera are
within the same collision domain and both transmit at the same time, a collision will oocor. MAC aublayers
separated by a repeater are within the same collision domain. MAG sublayers separated by a bridge are
within differcni: collision domains.

link segment. The point-to-point full duplex medium oonnection between two and only two Medium-
Dependent Interfaces (hIEDIs}.

segment. The medium connection, including connectors, between MDIS in a GSMAICD LAN.

13.3 Trnns1ni.ssion System Model. The physical size of a IDBASE-T network, or mixed-media network

containing 1|'.'-‘BASE-T link segments, is eonstrained hythe limits of individual network components. These
limits include the following:

(1) Cable length and its associated propagation time delay.
(2) Delay of repeater units (start.-up and steady-state),
(3) Delay of MAUs (start-up and steady-state}.
(4) Interpacket gap shrinkage.
(5) Delays within the DTE associated with the CSMAJCD access method.

Table 13-1 summarizes the delays for the various network media segments:

Table 13-1

Delays for Network Media Segments

Maximum Maximum

Number of Segment
MAUB per Length
Segment {:11}

1041- so:
so 135

2 11100
2 mo’

son 1 D'l‘FJ1 MAU so 1165 c 
'c=3><103m.I's

lkeltuel maximum segment length depends on cable characteristics; see 14.1.1.3.
‘A111 is not a segment.
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In addtcitrn. Table 14-1 arummarizes chm delays hr Lhe IJJBASE-T ILIAU; S-k-rtmn 3, due delay‘! for the
IOHASIIS MAU; S-¢I'.“.i.nn 1D, tbs: d£ln_1-1 ft: the IUE-ASE2 MAL"; and SE.-cI:ion 9, than delays of we fiber up-1;i.::
Inter-raprnter link {FDEEL} Bml 1.139 rap-mu

The fullowing m-twork tapolnngy co-n.l'Irn!Inu apply for IDBAEE-T network in WI!" on min!-d-media net-
marks n:nnt.n:'m1ng JDBASE-'1' En}. Icgmnnlsi

(ll Repeater sets are required for all wgmunl iuhmaonnectilan.

112} MAU1 that are part ufrapeawr act: munl. tnwurd the maximum number of MA.|.',lH on a segment.
13,1 Tlm trmmmiasiun path permitted hntwn-an any two DTES may mnsinl. of up tn five aegunmts, four

mpcntar sets {including npticrnnl M11»), I.wu MAT..Ta. and two AUIB.

(4-J W1‘-an u network path nannihtu of fnur repeater nets and five segments, up to three U-I’ Lha segments
may bn mania] and the remainder must he link neg-rnents (Figs 13-] and I3-2|. when five segments
are pmnent, Bach FODEL linl‘. Iir:|z'.I'I:Ian‘l. uhnulul not need 500 m.

:5} when a. network pub tiflnlii-II-ti‘ of Harm mptmta sets and ion: segments. thy maximum niiawnble-.
length srlth-e F‘3i}H.- segmenla la I900 In each. as specified in 9.9{Fig1.'.l-31
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lblniumm 'I‘fl.I:uuinian Path with Three Coaxial Clbl-e E-egnantl

Imp-nahr Sal

' Hap-III" fill

' mini -1
Ulll. In rnlnl

‘Fig 13.2

Example of Ifllximum 'I‘rI.l1Iminio.n Path Using Coaxial Cable Ellfllllfillll,
IIIBAEE-T Link Sefmuntl. and Fiber Optic Link Elegmnnh
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Fig 13::

Hnlmple of I'r[a.x3'.mu.m ‘I1-nmrmmalion Path with Three Repantnr S-«ta.
F‘:-ur Link Segments (13'm.r are l0l'|' III 1lIl1.r‘Lh'E-T and Two are I lull [Film-I:I'}
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14. Twisted-Pair Medium Attachment Unit (MAU) and Baaehand Medium,

Type 1{lB.a.SE-T

1-1.1 Scope

14.1.1 Overflow. Section 14 defines the functional, electrical, and mechanical characteristics of the ’I‘3rpe
1(]EASE—T MAU and one specific medium for use with that M.-“LU, The relationship of this specification to
the entire ISOHEC 3302-3 CSBIAICD Local Area. Network Specification is shown i.n 14.1. The purpose
of the MAU is to provide a simple, inexpensive, and flexible means of attaching devices to the medium.

This MAU and medium specification is aimed primarily at edifice applications where twisted-psi: cable is
often installed. Installation and reconfiguration simplicity is allowed by the type of cable and connectors
used.

The 1|]-BASE—T specification builds upon Sections 1 through 7 and Section 9 of this standard.

14.1.1.1 Medium Attachment Unit (MAUI. The MAU has the following general characteristics:

(1) Enahies coupling the Physical Signaling (PLS) suhlajrer by way of the Attachment Unit Interface
CAUU to the baseband twisted—pair l_lILli defined in Section 14.

(2) Supports message traffic at a data rate of 10 ll-fhr's. '
(3) Provides for operating over [I In to at least 100 in (328113 of twisted pair without the use of a

repeater.

(4) Permits the Data Terminal Equipment CDTEII or repeater to confirm operation of the MAU and
El".'I1l.l.alJl.l11.'_‘,|' of the medillrrl.

(5) Supports network configurations using the CSMAICD ccess method defined in ISOHEC 3302-
3 : 1993 with baseb-and signaling.

(6) Supports a point-to-point intercotmection between MAUS and, when used with repeaters
multiple ports, supports a star wiring topology.

{7} Allows incorporation of the MAU within the physical bounds of a DJTE or repeater,

14.1.1.2 Repeater Unit. The repeater unit is used to extend the physical system topology and provides
for coupling two or more segments. Repeaters are an integral part of all 1ll-BASE-T networks with more
than two DTEs (see Figs 13-1 and 13-2). The repeater unit is defined in Section 9. Multiple repeater units
are permitted within a single collision domain to provide the maidmum connection path length specified in
Section 13. The repeater unit is not a DTE and therefore has slightly different requirements for its
attached MAUs, as defined in 9.4.1. Repeater sets with IUBASET M_PiUs are required to provide the auto-
par'I:1'tiom‘reconnection algoritlzlm on those ports, as specified in 9.6.6.2.

14.1.1.3 'I‘wisted-Pair Media. The medium for 1-:}B.A.SE—T is twisted—pair wire. The performance spec-
ifications of the simplex link segment are contained in 14.4. This wiring normally consists of 0.4 mm to
0.6 mm diameter [26 AWG to 22 AWG] unshielded wire in a rnultipair cable. The performance specifica-
tions are generally met by 100 m of I15 mm telephone twisted pair. Longer lengths are permitted providing
the simplex link Segment meets the requirements of 14.4.. A length of 100 m, the design objective, will he
used when referring to the length of atwisted-pair link segment.

14.1.2 Definitions. This section defines the terminology specific to Tfivpe 10B-ASE—T ll-[AUs and their
application to repeater units.

hit time {ET}. The duration ofone bit symbol (HER).

c=olli.sim1.Acondition that results from concurrent transmissions from multiple signal sources.

common-mode voltage. The instantaneous algebraic average of two signals applied to a balanced circuit,
both Signals referred to 11 common reference. Also called longitudinal voltage.
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gs] ISIIIJFIEC B-ll]-2-ll
}1E5'E|1|g[\=.[_;f_ C5ll.A.v"|.'.‘-D LAN I..rLl"£R3

MODEL I
HIGHER LAYERS

APPLI BATIK} N Lo EICAL “MK ljfiml

I
I
I
I
I
I

coNTHca_ '"'“°°* I
PRES EHTATIDN MC’ IJ I

' II

II

MEDIA ACCESS
CONTROL

IMA-Cl

PHY51CAL FIEPEATEFI
SIGNALING 09

ore

Twisted-Pal'i_Linlt Seumenl

Fig 14.1
IDRASE-T Relationship to the ISO Open Systems Interconnection (OBI)

Reference Model and the IEEE 302.3 CSMAFCD LAN Model

cross connect. A group of connection points often wall- or rack-mounted in a wiring closet, used to
mechanically terminate and interconnect twiatetl-pair building wiring,

diflerentinl-mode voltage. The instantaneous algebraic difierence between two signals applied to a hal-
anced circuit, both signals referred to a common reference. Also called metallic voltage,

Medium-Dependent Interface {llv[DI]. The mechanical and electrical interface between the twisted-ps.ir
link segment and the MAU.

Physical Medium Attachment {PMM suhlayer. The portion of the MAU that contains the functional

Physical Signaling (PL-S) suhlayer. The portion of the Physical Layer, contained within the DTE, that
provides the logical and fiinctional coupling between the EILAU and the Data Linli Layer.

simple: link segment. A tWo—wirc path between two LIL-'-l.Us including the terminating connectors, con-
sisting of one or more twisted pairsjoined serially with appropriate connection devices, for example, patch
fields and wall plates {see Fig 14-2).

twisted pair. Two continuous insulated conductors helicslly twisted around one another (see Fig 14-2).

twisted-pair cable. A group of twisted. pairs Within a singie protective sheath.

twists-ti-pair cable hinder group. A group of twisted pairs within a cable that are bound together. Large
telephone cables have multiple hinder groups with high in.terl:Ii.nI:ler group near-end crosstalk loss.

twisted-pair link. A twisted-pair link segment antl its two attached MAUs (see Fig 14-2].
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Li/3/'&_2
2 Twiaied Pairs

Twlsied-Pall Link Segment ——-.-

{2 Sirnplln Link Segments}

..j..——j ‘I'wis1a-d-Pllr Llnit L

(I)

Twis1or.l Pairs

/ \\
Crosa Connect "W

Twnslad-Pair Link Seaman: _.—..-‘
Twisia-ct-Fatr Lfnk

lb}

twlltid-pair link Infmnnt {duplex link. augment}. T‘wu aimpiez link zlelgmmlu for mnnescting two
MMJI {um Fig ltl-2).

1-l..I.£I Application Par-ntpcclivn. This Iat!r:1.iIm nr.u+nu the broad objactivea unll umu1.n1pt.in:-us m1dpr],_1,-in};
Lhr up:-nificatinna defined throughout SBL't.iorI 1-1.
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14.1.3.1 Objectives

{1} Provide the physical means for communication between LAN Data Linlt Layer Entities.

(2) Ensure compatibility of independently developed physical and electrical interfaces.
(3) Provide a communicaiion charuiel with a mean bit error rate, at the physical layer service interface

cfless than one part in 105.
(4) Provide for case of installation and service.

(5) Ensure that fairness of DTE access is not compromised.

(5) Provide for low-cost networks, as related to both equipment and cabling.
(7) Make use of telephone twisted—pair building wiring and telephony wiring practices.

14.1.3.2 Compatibility Considerations. All iruplementations of the ttvisted—pair link shall be com-
paiible at the l\'1'DI. The MAU and the medium are defined to provide compatibility among devices designed
by different manufacturers. Designers are free to implement circuitry within the MAU in an application-
dependent manner provided the MD] and AUI {when implemented} specifications are met.

14.1.9.3 Mode of Operation. The IDBASE-T MAU is capable of operating in um-rm::l' mode only (see
7.1.4). The MAU shall not operate in monitor mode.

When normal mode is in operation, the MAU fiinotions as a direct connection between the medium nd
the DTE or repeater. Data from the DTE or repeater is output to one of the simplex link segments of the
link segment, and data received on the other simplex linli segment is input to the DTE or repeater.

14.1.4 Relationship to PLS a.ndAU1. A close relationship exists between Section 14 and Section T. Sec-
tion 14 specifics the physical medium parameters and the PMA logical fiinctions residing in the physical
Ml-‘LU. The MAU provides services to the PLS defined in Section '3 by means of the AUL 10BASE-T 1'.-[AUs

support a subset of the AUI services specified in Section ‘T. 1flIBASE—T MAUs do not support the optional
isolate function, the optional C0 circuit, or the optional CS1 signal on the CI circuit.

The design of an external MAU component requires the use ofboth Section 14 and Section T for the PLS
and AUI specifications.

The figures and numerous textual references throughout Section 14 refer to terminology associated with
the AUI (that is, DU, DI, and CI}. Since an embodiment of the IOBASE-T MAU does not require the imple-
mentation of an AUI, the D0, D1, and GI circuits may not physically exist. However, they are logically
present and MAU operation is defined in terms of them.

1-1.2 MAU Functional Specifications. The MAU provides the means by which signals on the three AUI
signal circuits to and from the DTE or repeater and their associated interlayer messages are coupled to the
twisted-pair link segment. The ll-[AU provides the following functional capabilities to handle message flow
between the DTE or repeater and the twisted—pair link segment:

{1} Transmit function. Provides the ability to transfer Manchester-encoded data from the DD circuit to
the TD circuit. While not sending Manchester-encoded data on the TD circuit, the MALT sends an
idle signal, TP_lDL, on the TI] circuit.

(2) Receive function. Provides the ability to transfer ManI:l1est.er-encoded data from the RD circuit to
the DI circuit. While not sending Manchester‘-encoded data on the DI circuit, the 1\-[AU sends an idle
signal, IDL, on the DI circuit.

{3} Loopback function. Provides the abilityto transfer Manchester‘-encoded data from the D0 to the DI
circuit when the MAU is sending Manchester-encoded data to the TD circuit.

{4} Collision Presence function. Provides the ability to detect simultaneous occurrence of Manchester-
encoded data on the RD and D0 circuits and to report such an occurrence as a collision.

(5) sigrm.Lqu.oIi£y_en'or Message (SQE) Test fimnlion. Provides the ability to indicate to the D-TE that
the Collision Presence function is operational and that the sig11::I_qua.i£c_5r__eITor message can he sent
by the MAU.

(6) Jabber function. Provides the ability to prevent abnormally long reception of Mancheeterenmded

data on the DD circuit from indefinitely disrupliug transmission on the network. ‘While such a con-
dilion is present, transfer of Manchester-encoded data by the 'I‘1-ansniit and Loopback functions is
disabled.
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(Tl Link lntegrity Test function. Provides the ability to protect the network from the consequences of
failure of the simplex link attacliad to the RD circuit. While Such a failure is present, transfer of
Manchestcisencodcd data by the Transmit, Receive, and I_.oo_p-back functions is disabled.

14.2.1 MAU Functions. The M!-‘LU shall provide the Transmit, Receive, Loopback, Collision Presence,
Jabber, and Link Integrity Test filnctions. The SQE Test function Shall be performed by M!-'LUs that are
connected to DT1-Es and shall not be performed by MAUS. that are connected to repeaters, A capability may
be provided in the MAU to activate or inhibit the SQE Test function. It is not required that a MAU deter-
mine that it is connected to either a DTE or a repeater and automatically activate or inhibit the SQE Test
function.

14.2.1.1 Tranit Function Requirements. The MAU shall receive the signals on the DD circuit
and send them to the TD circuit of the ll-EDI. A positive signal on the A lead relative to the B load ofthc DO
circuit shall result in a positive signal on the TD+ (Transmit Data +l lead ofthe MDI with respect to the
TD— lead.

At the start of a packet transmission, no more than 2 bits may he received from the D0 circuit and not
1;:-ansmitted on the TD circuit, In addition, it is permissible for the first bit sent to contain phase violations
or invalid amplitude. All subsequent hits of the packet shall be reproduced with the differential voltage
specified in 14.3.1.2.1 and with no more jitter than is specified in 14.3.1.2.3. The second bit transmitted on
the TD circuit shall be transmitted with the correct timing and signal levels. The steady-state propagation
delay between the DO circuit input and the TD circuit shall not exceed 2 ET.

For any two packets that are separated by 9.6 |.1s or less, the starbup delay (bit loss plus steady-state
propagation delay) of the first packet shall not exceed that of the second packet by more than 2 HT.

Whenever data is not being transmitted on the TD circuit, an idle signal, TP_IDL, shall be transmitted
on the TD circuit. TP_EDL is a. start ofidle, as defined in 1-1.3.1.2.]... followed by a repeating sequence ofa
16 ms t 8- ms period ofsilence (the time where the differential voltage remains at 0 mV i 50 mVl and a link
test pulse {sea 1-13.1.2.1}. Following a packet and start of idle, the repeating sequence shall start with a
period of silence.

"Transmission of TP_IDL may be terminated at any time with respect to the link test pulse. It shall be
terminated such that no more than the first transmitted bit of a packet is corrupted, and with no more

delay than is specified for bit less and steady-state propagation.

14.2.1.2 Receive Function Requirements. The MAU shall receive the signals on the RD circuit of
the M131 and send them to the DI circuit. A positive signal on the RD+ [Receive Data +) lead relative to the
El.D— lead of the Mill shall result in a positive signal on the A lead with respect to the B lead of the DI
circuit.

At the start ofa packet reception from the RD circuit, no more than 5 hits may be received on the RD cir-
cuit and not transxnitted onto the DI circuit. In addition, it is permissible for the first hit sent on the DI cir-
cuit to contain phase violations or invalid data; however, all successive bits of the packet shall be sent with
no more than the amount of jitter speci.‘l'1-ed in 1-1-.3.1.3.1. The steady-state propagation delay between the
HD circuit and the DI circuit shall not exceed 2 BT.

For any two packets that are separated by 9.6 us or less, the start-up delay of the first packet shall not
exceed that of the second packet by more than 2 BT.

14.2.1.3 Loopbaclc Function Requirements. When the Mall is transmitting on the TD circuit and
is not receiving RD_i.n.pu£ messages (1-1.2.2.4) on the RD circuit, the MAU shall transmit on the DI circuit
the signals received on the DC! circuit in order to provide loophflcli Dfthe t1'a.I1SII1itl.'-ed Signal. At the start of
packet transmission on the TD circuit, no more than 5 bits of information may he received from the DD cir-
cuit and not transmitted to the DI circuit. In addition, it is permissible for the first bit sent on the DI circuit
to contain phase violations or invalid data; however, all successive hits of the packet shall meet the jitter
specified in 14,3,1,3.1 (that is, 13.5 ns plus 1.5 nsl. The steady-state propagation delay between the DD cir-
cu_it and the DI circuit shall not exceed 1 ET.

1-1.2.1.4. Collision Presence Function Requirements. The MAU shall detect as a collision the

simultaneous occurrence of activity on the DO circuit and the RD circuit while inthe Li.n.I§‘Iest Pass state.
While a collision is detected, a CSO signal {sec 13.1.2] shall be sent on the CI circuit. The signal shall be
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presented to the CI circuit no more than 9 HT after the eccurtenee nfa collision. The signal shall be dena-
eerterl withinfl B'l"a.‘.ter theflflcircuitnrthe Rflcirzuitdiax-ngca Erma active tnidlc.

Wlzuufisoiaaaaerteden the-C1 circuit dueweeolliaicn.tl1edaIaan1heE.Ddrcmt aluillhenenttothe
I31-circuit within 9 ET.

When the RD circuit changes from active to idle and date is present en the DO circuit, the data an the
DDeirc1:Ilteha.llb-esanttuthe Illcircuitvrithin El ET.

The uignel presented on the C] circuit in the absence of cnlliainn. SQE test. or Jabber lhlll be the IDL
signal.

I.-13.1.5 .l1[na.£_qualt'f:|-'_error Meaaage (BQEJ Test Function Require-mtg. The SQE 'I'e.at func-
tion ehnll be p-erth-rmed by MAU_a that are cu-nnucte-d ta D'I'E3 and shall not be perfnrrned by M.AUe that are
connected tan repeaters. When the SQE tent in perfurmed, the MAU shall send CSO ml the Cl circuit fhr a
lime ‘SQEJ-eat’ beginning a lin1e 'SQE_test_wnit-' after the last punitive transition of a packet on the DU
circuit. The value of 'SQE_teat’ shall he 10 HT 2 5 ET and the value ef‘SQE_teat_wait' shall be between
0. no and 1.6 us. This functiun ahnuld uae as much ufthe nnrmel enllisinn detection and signaling circuitry
as possible without intrnducizng e£tra.l1.euus signal: an the TD circuit er the Ell circuit.

The flfltlaignalehall natbcaentby thvaSQETtntfi1nctionwhileinanyofthe LinE:Teflt.Fatl cant-ce.

14.2.13 Jnhbu Frmctinn  m‘The MAU ahnll nnntain a ncif-interrupt capability to pre-
vent an illegally lung tra.na:m1'.aai.c-n bjr .1 DTE finm pIel'1nenentl_I_r disrupting lranllnieeion on the network
and to disable l-anpbacll: tn the DI circuit [Fig lll-5}. 'l'hc MAU shall provide a winduw ':tmit_mair' during
which time the Transmit filnctinn may I:D‘Dl.'l.1':Il:I|2I|.I!l_1|' ‘transmit fllnutplut meaaagea tn the TD circuit. The
value c1"":1uit_mu-.1‘ shall be between 2!] me and 1:50 1n.a.lfa trsnemieeinn exceeds thin duration, the Jabber

function ahall inhibit the Loopbaclr. function and the tranamiaaion -of TD_output maaaagea by the Tl-anamit
Ilnnclinn. and ehall aend the CS0 signal an the G1 circuit. This ahnll continue un'|:il outputjdlc haa been

cantinuouuly preeent en the D0 circuit fur a time ‘um'eb'. The value uf‘I.n:u'ab' shall be 0.5 nae t 0.25 a.
[t is permissible ta activate the Jabber fiinctinn when the TD circuit tranamittcr in sending ‘l"D_cutpui.'

roeaaagea for longer than ‘xmit_max'.
The MALI shall not activate ila Jabber t'u:nctie-n when the repeaterh lllL‘l.U Jahh-er llaclcup P1-ntectinn

function operates at its lengeat perrnitted time as Ipecifi-ed. in 9.6.5.

£423.? Link Integrity That Function Requirements in order to prctect the network {mm thema-
sequ-eucee 1:!’ a aimpia: link eegmalt failure. the MAL? shall inn-niter the RD circuit [er Ii'D_-input and link
teat pulac activity. Ifneithet HD_i.npnt ner I link test pulse in received fare time '1i.I'i2_1nea’. the MALI ahail
enter the Link ‘Pest Fail state and cause the input_IIc'.te message to he amt an the D! circuit am! the
TD_idole nieeuage to be aent on the TD circuit lFig 1-H3). The value nf"tinl:_loea' shall be between 5|) me and
150 me. When R.'|3I_jnput ur a number 'lc_:na.1'cf:nnaacu1.iva link teat palace 1': received an the RD circuit.
the MAU shall exit the Link Tent Fail atete. The value 0f‘lI:_n1ax' ahall be between B and ll] inclusive.

Only l.ln.k tent pulace that occur within time ‘ll.ek,teet_ma.x‘ ofeach etherahall be considered consecutive.
The value 01' ‘?|ln|i_test_u1a.x’ ahall be between ‘.25 mm and 16-1] me. In addition. detected pulaea that occur
within :1 time "linlr_teat_min’ of a previous pulse or packet shall be ignored while in the Link ‘That Peas
atate. [n the Link 'Ileet Fail state, such puleea shall meet the counted number c-fcon aecutive link test pulses
tn were. The value nf ‘link_teat_]::nin’ ahall be between 2 me and 7 ma. Re—enabling Ihall be deferred until
the signal: an the RD and DC! circuits become idle. The MAU shall not detect a link teat pulse as RD_£I1pu.t.
Additionally. a MALI may exit the L.i.t1li.'Teet Fall Extend state and enter the Linl: ‘Tut Peas itate when the
RD clrcttlt been-men idle and the Jabber functicn hue disabled trnnalniaainn en the TD circuit.

Wbltethelhlhu ienatiu. theLmk'IinfiPeuflete.thclinhlnuegfity1hetfimctionahefldiuhlctlmbit
ti1:n.efereFI‘he Transmit. Iteceive. and Lecphucl l'uncl‘iune. and the Celliaiun Presence and SQE Test func-
liens.

AI. Puwerfln. in place nfentering the 1..i:I'I.lt"lhEl. Hana state an ahnwn in Fig 14-5, B l!IIULU.'Il1a)r optionally’
enter the Link: "fleet Fail Reset state.

If e uieible indicator is provided on the MALT tninflicete the link atatua. it is recommended that the color
be green and that the indicator be labeled eppmpnetely. ltia further recommended that the indicator be on
when the MAU in in the Link Test Pass state and nfl'ni.herWJ'Be.

1-l..'iI.fl PMA lnterface Messages. The rnelii-hate laelnaeen the PLS in the DTE and the PIIIUL in the MAU

ahnll cnmplr with the F'lla'.'lAI'.f1terfIece nieeaagea described l.rl 7.2.1. These mcaaagee alue are used in repeater
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unit to PMA communication. These and the messages between the PMA-.=. over the MD] are summarized
below.

14.2.2.1 PLS to PMA Messages. The following messages are sent by the PLS in the DTE or repeater
to the PMA in the MAU:

output D0 CD1,CDl] Output inforination

ou.tput_i-tfle D0 IDL No data to be output

14.2.2.2 PMA to PLS Messages. The following messages are sent by the MAU to the PLS in the DTE
or repeater:

input DI CDLCDEI Input information
input_id.!e DI EDL No information to input
rnau_cwoiEable CI IDL MAU is avaflable for output
3t'§'n«aE_qItcL!i£3'_en'or CI CSO Error detected by MAU

Retiming of CD1 and CD0 signals within the MAU is neither prohibited nor required. Considerable jitter
may be present {see 14.3.1.3.1l.

14.2.2.3 PMA to ‘Iwisted-Pair Link Segment Messages

as a some _s_Sinail Meaning
TD_ou.tput TD CDLCDO Output information
Tfljdle TD TP_IDL No information to output

The encoding for TP_IDL is defined i_n 14.2.1.1. The encoding for CD1 and CDC! -is the same as that used
on the AUI. Retirning o‘E'UD1 and CDC! signals within the MAU is neither prohibited nor required.

14.2.2.4 'I‘wis.ted-Pair Link Segment to PMAMessage.s

RD_t'.npu,.*. RD CDLCDO Input information
RD_jd£e RD TP_IDL No information to input

The encoding for TPJDL is defined in 14.2.1.1. The encoding for CD1 and CD0 is the same as that used
on the AUI.

14.2.2.5 Interface Message Time References. Delay and bit loss specifications are measured from
the occurrence of messages at the MIDI and MAU AUI. The following describes the point Where each mes
sage starts: '

 Erziiérnntn

output leading bit cell. boundary (BUB) offlrst valid CD1 or CD0
ou.tpat_idIe last positive-going t'ra.nsition prior to start of IDL

input leading BUB of first valid CD1 or CD0
:'.nput_:'die last positive-going transition prior to start of [BL

s'ig'nai_quA1!ity_en'-or first transition of valid amplitude
mau_a::mEIoble last positive-going transit.ion prior to start of IDL

TD_oui.'put leading BUB of first valid CD1 or CD0
TD_idi.'e last positive-going transition prior to start of TP_IDL
RD_outpu:t leading BGB of first valid CD1 or CD0

RD_t'd£e last positivegoing transition prior to start of TP_lDL
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14.2.3 MAU State Diagrams. The state diagrams of Figs 143, 14-4, 14-5, and 1-1-—Ei depict the full set of
allowed MAU state functions relative to the circuits of the AUI and MDI.

The notation used in the state diagrams fc-llcrws the conventions in 1.2.1. The variables and timers used
in the state diagramna are defined in the following sections.

14.2.3.1 State Diagram Variables. Variables are used in the state diagrams tn indicate the statue of
MAU inputs and outputs, tc cc-ntrol MAU operation, and tn pass state information between functions.

In the variable definitions, the name of the variable is followed by a brief description of the variable and
a list ofvalues the variable may take. For those variables that are state diagram outputs, one value will be
identified as the default. The variable has the default value when no active state contains a term assigning
a different value.

For example, the variable ‘xmit’ has the value ‘disable’ whenever the Jabber function er the Link Integ-
rity Test function is in a state that asserts "xmit=disabla’. The variable has the default value ‘enable’ all
other times.

The variables used in the state diagrams are defined as follows:

DI. Controls the signal sent by the MAU on the DI circllit.
Values: idle; MAU is sending mpa.§_id.'.'e, IDL {default}.

DO; MAU sends the signal received on the DO circuit.

lpbk = disable eve:-rides this and causes inputjcile to he sent.
RD; MAU sends the signal received an the RD circuit.

rcv = disable overrides this and causes ifl.put_idJe l‘-IJ he Sent.

CI. Controls the signal sent by the MAU on the CI circuit.
Values: idle; MAU sends mee_g.vu.i'.ieble,IDL[defau1t).

SQE; MAU sends signeI_que.Eity_err'cr. CSO.

DD. Status of the signal received by the MAU on the DO circuit.
Values: idle; It-[AU is receiving cuiputjdle, IDL.

act-Ive; MAU is receiving output, CD0 or CD1.

TD. Cnntrols the signal sent by the MAU on the TD circuit.
Values: idle; MAU sends TD_iIi-Fae, TP_TDL[d&ffl1Jlt-l.

DO; MAU sends the signal received 011 the DD circuit.
Xlflit = -disable overrides this and causes Tfljdie to be sent.

RD. Status of the signal received by the MAU can the RD circuit.
Values: idle; l\«l.AU is receiving silence or a link test pulse.

active; MAU is detecting signals which meet the reqtureinents of 14.3.1.3.2.

link_test_:-ev. Status of the link test signal received by the MAU an the RD circuit.
Values: false; MAU is not detecting a link test pulse.

true; MAU is detecting a link test pulse.

link_eeunt. Count of the number of consecutive link test pulses received while in the Link Fail state.
Values: nen—negative integers.

lc_ma.x. The number of consecutive link test pulses required before exit from the Link Fail state.
‘vaiuesr pesitive intcgcrbetween 2 and 10 inclusive.

rev. Controls the path from the RD circuit to the D1 circuit.
Values: enable; receive is enabled {default}.

disable; the output to the DI circuit is i.flp:£t_id.!e when D1=RD.

lpbliu Crlntrflls the path from the DO circuit to the DI circuit.

Values: enable; loophack is enabled (default).
disable; the output tc the DI circuit is iapuuidie when DI=DO.

Emit. Controls the path from the DU circuit to the TD circuit.
Values: enable; transmit is enabled (default).

disable; transmit is disabled and the signal sent on the TD eircuit is TP_lDL.
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Link Integrity Thu! Fulmliun Suite Diagram

14.3 MA-U Electrical Specifications. Th.I..*.-1 senior. uh-fin:-El '.h4.= -E-]ECZl'i|2.=.] E1'I.f|]'flCI.rI".."IlI:t'.'I' ufthn M.-‘ll? nl thi-
Ml}! und the .-5.171 Tho 1“.-'k'[." shall also mm’. tho.-Al.u’l nrqulrvmenta spmnfim :n Sm'uc.m T when the AU] 1:!
lmplumcnltad.

.l'!u.IrIi1ilInIlI i|]_fIJr]11aLi|_1n nglatiue L-D mI|_1'c-rmnnnv h-sling 1;: given in A-1.3.

"|'i'|L- y,:1'nu ml for ull |.'I'.'.||11l]‘|UlI-1'1’|.I‘.IIIJl.' i.'.eat.u in circuit Pl?-, l'rnh=.cI¢ive- Ground of Lhn Ail II In in'I'pIc*|n:Intn1.'.iun:|
wit.IIuuL [in AU[. chnwiu grrlunll 1':-1 uaI.u.i as I:ir::uiI PU. All c:IIm|1I:In£-ntsi.n tcatl ::iI1:IIll.H Fl-|‘|H" I1-P :|:1'£r.- Ilnlu-Mu
nl.h1= rwirw H1.-|'H-(Id.
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14.3.1 IOIAU-to-MJJI Interface Characteristics

1-1.3.1.1 Isolation Requirement. The MAU shall provide isolation between the DTE Physical Layer
circuits including frame ground and all MDI leads including those not used by 1-EIBASE-T. This electrical
separation shall withstand at least one of the following electrical strength tests.

(ll 15DDV rent at El} Hz to 60 Hz for 60 s, applied as specified in Section 5.3.2 of IEC Publication
950 [8].

(El 2250- Vdc for 6-0 s, applied as specified in Section 5.3.2 of IEC Publication 950 [3].

(3) A sequence of ten 2400 V impulses of altemating polarity. applied at intervals of not less than 1 s.
The shape of the impulses shall be 1.250 its (1.2 its virtual front time, 50- ps virtual time of half
value}, as defined in IE0 Publication 60 [11].

There shall he no insulation breakdown, as defined in Section 5.3.2 of [EC Publication 950 [8], during
the test. The resistance after the test shall be at least 2 Mil, measured at 500 Vdc.

14.3.1.2 'I"rans:mitter Specifications. The MAU shall provide the Transmit function specified in
14.2.1.1 in accordance with the electrical specifications of this section.

‘Where a load is not specified, the transmitter shall meet requirements of this section when connected to
a 100 11 resistive load. T]1e use of 100 I1 terminations simplifies the measurement process when using 50 :1
measurement equipment as 50 D. to 100 D impedance matching transformers are readily available.

Some tests in this section require the use of an equivalent circuit that models the distortion introduced
by a simplex link segment. This twisted—psir model shall be constructed according to Fig 14-’? with compo-
nent tolerances as l'o]'_lows: Resistors, ilit; capacitors. :|:5%; inductors, i10%. Component tolerance specifi-
cations shall he met from 5.0 M1-Iz to 15 MHz. For all measurements, the TD circuit shall be connected

through a hnlnn to Section 1 and the signal measured across a load connected to Section 4 ofthe model.
The balun shall not affect the peak differential output voltage specified in 14.3.1.2.1 by more than 1% when
inserted between the 100 1'1 resistive load and the TD circuit.

The insertion loss of the twisted-pair model when measured with a IEIID £1 source and 100 9 load shall be
between 9.70 dB and 10.45 dB at 10 MHZ, and between 6.50 dB and 105 dB at 5 l'vl}Iz.

Section 1 Section 2 Section 4
155 2.2!!‘ it

Resistance: an in (1
Capacitance: are in 1:F
Inductance: are in _u.H

‘Twisted-Pair Model
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1-1.3.1.2.] Differential Output Voltage. Some of the text and figures ofthia section describe the dif-

ferential voltage in terms of magnitudes. These requirements apply to negative as well as positive pulaee.

The peak differential voltage on the TD circuit when termilleted with a 100 Q resistive load shall be
between 2.2 V and 2.8 V for all data sequencers. When the D0 circuit is driven by an all-ones Manchester-
eneeded signal, any harmonic meaaured on the TD |:i.reuit ahall be at least 2'? dB below the fu.nda.mental_

NOTE: The spa-eiflscatimz un. maximum spectral eomponenbi in not intended to -ensure compliance with regulations ooneerning RF
emiaaiona. The implementor abould ooneider any applicable lor.al,.11atione.l. or l]1l'£!TD8lIlDWI&l regulations. Additional filtering of Hp-ea}
I-rnl mmpflnmlm may therefule be neoenaery.

The output aignal VD, is defined at the output of the twisted-peir model an ahown in Fig 14-8. The TD
transmitter shall provide equalization such that the output weveforlh eball fall within the template shown
in Fig 14-9 for all data sequences. Voltage and time eoordinetes for inflection points. on Fig 1&9 are given in
Thble 14-1. (Zero eroeeing pointa are different for external and internal Malia. The zero r;1-oeeinga depicted
in Fig 14-9 apply to an external M_AU.] Th template voltage may be scaled by a factor of 0,9 to 1.1 but any
acaling below 0.9 or above 1.1 shall not be allowed. The reoommended measurement procedure is described
in A-1.3.1. Time 1: = D on the template represents a zero crossing, with positive slope, of the output wave-
form. During thia test the twisted-pair model ahail be terminated in 100 Q and driven by a transmitter
with a Mancheetenencoded pseudo-random sequence with a minimum repetition period of511 bits.

Twisted-Pair

Differential Output Voltage Tent

VOLTAGEon

EXTERNAL MALI

Fig 14-9
Voltage Template
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Table 1-I-1

Voltage Template Values for Fig 14-9

‘Iirne E113}

External MAU Internal MAU

<.1L:‘-a:.n:u.nru-D23:-p=:I‘—..-mL'J|=ns:I::c'1u:I:r
E

This test shall be repeated with the template inverted about the time axis. In that case, t = D on the tem-

plate represents a. zero crussirxg, with negative slope, of the output Waveform. ‘When testing an external
ll-{AU the input waveform to the DO circuit of the l\'l.A.U ah/all contribute no more than 0.5 ns of

Adherence to this template clues not. that the requirements [If ltl-3.1.2.3 are met. (SEE 15143.3 for mod-
ification of the template to test jitter.)

The TP_IDL shall always start with a positive waveform when a waveform conforming to Fig 7-12 is
applied to the DD a.-:i_1-cuit. H’ the last, bit transmitted was a CD1, the last transition will he at the hit call
center of the CD1. If the last bit transmitted was a CD0, the PIS will generate an additional transition at

the bit cell boundary following the CD0. After the zero crossing of the last transition, the diliereritial volt.-

age shall remain within the shaded area ofFig 14-10. Once the differential Voltage has gone more negative
than -50 111V, it shall not exceed +50 mV. The template requirements of Fig 14-10 shall he met when mea-
sured across each ofthe test loads defined in Fig 14-11, both with the load connected directly to the TD n:ir~
cuit and with the load connected through the twisted-pair model as defined in Figs 14-’? and 14-8.

The link test pulse shall he a single positive (TI.'I~+ lead positive with respect to TIl— lead} pulse, which
falls within the shaded area of Fig 14-12. Once the differential output voltage has become more negative
than -50 mV, it shall remain less than +50 mV. The template requirements ofFig 14-12 shall be met when

measured across each of the test loads defined in Fig 14-11; both with the load connected directly to the TD
circuit and with the load connected through the twist-ed—pair model as defined in Figs 14-’? and 14-3.

259
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535 my‘ glnifnf-lIiIHT‘.|

CI 5110.25 ET and
225 S ' 515 HT

‘ 3" ' ' I i
25 In 4.5 IT

Fig 1.:-In
'l‘ranami1.ter ‘Wnvufunn I'uI' Start of TP_EDL.

Lud L hug 1 L Deflnlllon

Al] pummcufi fine daflnud 1.11-I|-‘(ha fhqll-l1::y range cffifl EH: III 3 Hill

I,=L:tm 11,;-ram
c:_..‘.L2pF-tint. R,so.5n

I-‘ig 14.: 1
start-of-TP_,l1:L 112:: Land

14.11.22 '11-nnsmittpr Differential Dutput Impedance. The dlifemnunl cn:1'p'.J1 ;mp¢d;1:'u.1: .15
measured nn the TD circuit shall be such that am.‘ fl"fl1.'-I!'l'il1l'I. dur: to difiertnziul b:ur.:115 Irlcident up-nn the

'I'!.‘.' rirruzt from a simpiex link segment having any im;m.I;Lnce witl:_i.'J the rarage .~.p«-clftnd 1n 14.4.2.2. ahafl
Lm nl Jean. 15 dB h-claw I'lmil1|:iLIel'1L.u‘?e1' ‘Jae i'r+.-quu_-nr:_v range nfE-.0 Ml-lz In 10 Mill’. This return loss shall
hr majntmnnd at. all times when the MALH.-1 p-cowcrvvd, including when t.he- TD cirruil In sending TP_1'l_’IL.

l«i.3.l.2.3 Output Timing Jitter. T|1I+ 1.rnImmi:.l.er output jitter is mI.'lIHIIl'H| ut Lhc output. nf t.h:.-
twlnlm-rl-pnir model ternminnntcd in 11. I001"! Inn-rl,1L:-1 Hhnwn in Fig 1-1-8. 'I'hnjitt.iIr nrldnd tn the uignfii on I.I‘u'.-
DU <:iI1'uil. as it prupngatan l|'.u-nugh the MAI] um] the l:wim‘.ed-pair rrmdr.-I uhnlk lw nu more than 13.1%‘: ml

‘.360
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585 ml!‘ air-[2411-IMIBT-.25!)
I}.25BT-c11:D.EBT

0.85 HT 2.0 ET

Fig 14-12
Transmitter Waveform for Link Test Pulse

Additionally, the MAU shall add no more than 113 ns ofjitter to the signal received on the DU sir-::uit when
the TD circuit is directly driving a 100 D resistive load,

l4.3.1.2.4 ‘Transmitter Impedance Balanee. The common-mode to differential-mode impedance

balance of the TD circuit shall exceed 29 — 1'? logm(f."1fl) dB {where f' is the frequency in MHz) ever the fre-
quency range 1.0 MHz to 20 MHz. This balance is defined as 20 l.cgm{Em.FEdif}I, where Em is an externally
applied sine wave voltage as shown in Fig 14-13.

NOTE; The balance nfthe teateq_ujpm,ent(sucl1 as the matching l2Id"l'.l‘I.l3 1-11’ I! resistors) must. exceed that required ofthe tranaruitter.

l4.3.1.2.5 Comm on-Mode Output Voltage. The magnitude of the total common-mode output volt-

age of the transmitter, Em, measured as shown in Fig 14-14, shall be less than 50 mV peak.

NOTE: This specificntinn is net intended to ensure compliance with regulations concerning RF‘ emissions. The implementor should
eun:n':lur any applicable local, national, or international regulations. Driving unshielded twisted pair: with ‘high-frequency. ::ocmmnn-
modc voltages may result in i.nte.rl?cren.oe to other equipment.

14.3.1.2..fi 'I‘1-ansmitter Common-Mode Rejection. The application of Em, as shown in Fig 14-13,
shall not change the differential voltage at the TD circuit, Edjf, by more than 100 mV for all data
sequences, Addjtionafly, the edge jitter added by the a_ppl.icatien of En, shall he no more than 1.D ns. Em
shall be a 15V peak 10.1 MHz sine wave.

l4..3.l.2.T Transmitter Fault Tbleranee. Transmitters, when either idle or‘ non-idle, shall with-
stand witlwut damage the application ofsho-rt circuits aflmafi the TD Cilcllit for an inflefillite 1:Ie1'iIJd Dftime

and shall resume normal operation after such faults are removed. The magnitude of the current through
such a short circuit shall not exceed 300 m.A.
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'I‘rnm.mil.h:n!. when either idle or n-an-Idle, aha]! withstand without durnagt n 30(.'rL'! V mmmun-r:tmde

impulue applied at Ea, ufei.1.hu1' pt!l3!.nl_-,'1hIint:liI:ntz-fl in Fig 1-1-15.1. Theahapo uf"J1u impulse stud! be 0.3.!
5|} 1.15 £300 na virtual fmm. time. 5-0 |.:.s -riruzal tjrrw rd’ halfvalue-L as defined in IEC Puhljratinn 60 T11].

Fig M-13
Th-unlmitler Impedance Balance and Common-Mode Rejection That Circuit

Fig.1.!-14
Common-Made Untput Voltage “Best Circuit
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Fig 14.15
Transmitter Fault To-lernnce Test Circuit

14.3.1.3 Receiver Specifications. The MAU shall provide the Receive fiinctiorl specified in 14.2.1.2
in awzordan-he with the electrical specifications of this section.

14.3.1.3.1 Receiver Differential Input Signals. Differential signals received on the RD circuit

that are within the envelope of Fig 14~1B and 14-17, and have a maxinnnn zero crossing jitter up to
$13.5 ns fi'o1‘n the ideal shall be sent to the DI circuit. The 13.5 ns includes jitter caused by an encoder, ALI]
cable and transmitting MAU. the twisted pair, and noise. Additionally, the MAU receiver shall add no more
than :t1.5 ns jitter to the receive signal before sending the signal to the DI circuit,

14.3.1.3}! Receiver Differential Noise liznmunity. The receiver, when presented with Ma_n,cl1es-
ber-encoded data meeting the requirements of 1aL3.1.3.1, shall send this data to the DI circuit with a bit

loss afno more than that specified in 14.2.1. 2. In addition, the receiver, when presented with a signal meet-
ing the requirements of 14.2.1.1 and within the envelope ofFig 1-P12, shall accept it as a link test pulse.

The receiver, while in the Idle state, shall reject as RD_inp at the following signals:

(1) All signals that when measured at the output of the following filter would produce a pee]; magni-
tude less than 3-Ell] mV. The filter is a 3-pole low-pass Butterwcrth with a 3 dB cutoff at 15 MHZ
{refer toA4.2). '

(23 All continuous sinusoidal signals of amplitude less than 5.2 V1:-eak-tn-peak and frequency less than
2 Ivfllz.

(3) All sine waves of single cycle duration, starting with phase 0 or 130 degrees, and of amplitude less
than 3.2 V peek-tepeak where the frequency is between 2 MHz and 15 MHZ. For a period oi'4 ET
before and after this single cycle, the signs] shall be less than 300 mV when measured through the
filter specified in (1) above.

1-1.3.13.3 Idle Input Behavior. The idle condition shall be detected within 2.3 ET of the last low-

to-high ‘iIr'I1nsiiIiIJn at the receiver. The receiver shall take precautions to ensure that the high-to-silence
tranfiiiion flfthe Start of idle is not falsely interpreted as a sflence-to-non-idle-transition, even in the pres-
ence afsisnal dmur. overshoot. ringing. slow voltage deep): or a combination thereof due to capacitive and
inductive effects in the transmitter, link segment, and receiver.
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Churn-I Pin II-cl: Ir PI

so-hyuar 5 HI‘ ¢_5tH-zogagu

FH H-13
Receive Difletentili Input Vo1‘Ilge—N1n'row Poise

P’-‘W4 amm PWDhniruid Pullo Width I W!‘

lOu'.'h2l||l:IIr 5 PW 5100-P3iI|IlIIr

Fig 14-1’?
Eoooivar Differential Input Voltage-—‘Wiclo PIIIIB

II3.l.3.-I Roeoivu Diflaltlllill Input! Impedance. The daiflelenlinl mpui '|Iup1=.-dunno nhali be
oIM:h thtl. my n-fle-I:l.i.on, donate tiifliuoofial Iixnnls incident upon the RD I:irc'..tit fi*o:;-1 II twwtad pair having
any impadlnoewithio tberangelpovcifiedizn 1-I {.2.2ILhaI1 be atlooat 15 dflhoi-ow the I.nriclsrntovertJ1efi'e-

quoncy rungo 915,0 HHz1.'.o1lI|MH.z. 'I11o:-Hum kn-on |h.|.Il hemainiained whantho HJLU is pnifertd.

H-3.1.51.5 Gunman-Blade Rejection. Re-ooiwro shall mama lhe pmpor sumo on DI for any differ-
t'I'Ih'nE 'm|mt signal E, that results in u dgnnl 3,“; that meets 1-Ii.3.1_3_1 man in tho proaomo of common-
moda Irullingai Em {applied as shown in Fig 1-I-IE]. Em shall be a 25 V peak-to-pool aqunro wave, 59:] kHz
or Iuwor in frequency. with edges no olowor than 4 no II2D'i:-80%). Additionally. Em shall contribute no
more than 2.5 no ofedge jitter to the signal t1-amnmittud on the D[ circuit. Tho oomhination of the receiver
timing jittor of ld.B.1.3.1 and the oommon—modo Induou.-d jitter are such that tho MAL) oi-mfl add no more
than -6.0 no of Edge jitter to E, before standing the on the DI circuit.

25-!
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Fig 14-1o _
Receiver Common-Mode Rejection Test Circuit

Fig 14.19
Common-M-ode ]:I:np1J1se Test Ciretlit

1-1.3.1.343 Receiver Fault Tolerance. The receiver shall tolerate the application of short circuits
between the leads of the RD circuit for an indefinite period of time without damage and shall resume nor
mal operation after such faults are removed. Receivers shall withstand without damage a 1000 V common-

mode impulse of either polarity (Eimpulm as indicated in Fig 14-19). The shape of the impulse shall be 0.3.‘
50 MS (300 115 virtual front time, 5|} [.13 virtual time of half value}, as defined in LEG Publication 60 [11].

14.3.2 MAU-to-AUI SpecifieatiI:m.Wl1eIL a MAU contains a physical AUI connector, the following Spoc-
ifications shall be met.

1432.1 MAU-AUI Electrical Characteristics. The electrical characbei-istica for the driver and

receiver components Within the MAU that are connected to the AUI shall be identical to those specified in
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"hi and 7.5. Additionally, the A111 D0 receiver, while inthe Idle state, shall reject an input waveform of less
than 1161!] min’ differential.

14.3.2.2 MAU-All] Mechanical Connection. The MAU shall be provided with a 15-pin male connec-
tor as specified in 7.6. .

14.3.2.3 Power Consumption. Following Power-On. the surge current drawn by the MAU shall be

such that I}, >< T... is less than or equal to 2 X 1O'3 ampere-seconds. where IP is the peak surge current and
T“. is the trim during which the current exceeds the larger of 0.5 A or 0.5 ::< 1?. After the 100 ms following
Powerfln, the current drawn by the MAU shall not exceed 0.5 Awhen powered by the AU].

The MAU shall he cnpshie of operating from all possible voltage sources, including those current lJ'_mited
to 0.5 A, as supplied by the UTE or repeater through the resistance of all permissible AU] cables.

The MAU shall not introduce extraneous signals on the TD, C1, or 131 circuits during normal power-up
and power-clown. '

1-4.4 Characteristics of the Simplex Link Segment. Except where otherwise stated. the simpler: link
segment shall be tested with source and load 'i:o1peda1'|oes of 100 11.

14.4.1 Overview. The medium for IDBASE-T is twisted-pair wiring. Since a significant number of

1-DBASE-T networks are expected to be installed utilizing in—pla-ce unshielded telephone wiring and typical
telephony installation practices, the end-to-d path including diff‘-crent types of wiring, cable connectors,
and cross connects must be considered. Typically. a DTE connects to a wall outlet using a twisted-pair
patch cord. Wall outlets connect through building wiring and a cross connect to the repeater MAU in s wir-
ing closet

NOTE:El.Al'T1A 5-63 (1991) Inna] provides specifications for media and installation practices suitable fir use with this standard.

14.4.2 'I‘:rans'.misaion Parameters. Each simplex link segment shall have the following chm-acterieti cs.
All characteristics specified apply to the total simplex link segment unless otherwise noted. These charac-
teristics are generally met by 160 an of unshielded twisted-pair cable composed of 0.5mm [24 AWG]
twisted pairs.

14.4.2.1 Insertion Loss. The insertion loss ofa simplex link segment shall be no more than 11.5 dB at
all frequencies between 5.0 and 10 MHz. This consists of the attenuation of the twisted pairs, connector

losses, and reflsction losses due to impedance mismatches between the various components of the sirnplex
link segment. The insertion loss specification shall be met when the simplex: linl-; segment is terminated in
source and load impedances that satisfir 14.3.1.2.2 and 14.3.1.3.4.

NU"l"E:ll«lul1.ipa.i.r PVC-insulated l].E mm [24 AWG] cal:-lo typically a.1r.l:.il:-its an attenuation ofB dB to 1D dB.I'1l)C| m at :0 "C_ The Loss of
P1-"I'J—l.usu1atnd cable exhibits significant temperature dependence. At tempersuires greater than 41] ‘C, it may be necessary to use a
less temperatnmdopeudout cable, sud: as. mint plenum-rated cable.-3.

14.4.2.2 Diflerential Characteristic Impedance. The magnitude of the d_ifi'erent.ia1 c]'laral,‘;tBfi5tl¢
impedance of a 3 in length of twisted pair used in a simpler link segment shall be between 35 5} and 111 (1
for all frequencies between 5.0 MHz and 10 MHz. Since characteristic impedance tends to decrease with

increasing frequen-:3, the above requirement is generally implied by the condition that the magnitude of
the characteristic impedance carer the frequency band 1 MHz to 16 MHz is 100 [ii 15 1). Also, the magni-
tude of the input impedance averaged over the 5.0 MHZ to 10 MHz frequency band of a simpler link seg-
ment tt'.':‘l1J.ins.t.ed. in 100 [1 shall be between 85 fl and 1.11 {L

14.4.2.3 Medium Timing Jitter. lntersymhol interference and refiections due to impedflJ1ce mis-
matches between tandem twisted pairs of a twisted-pair link segment and efi'ecl;s of connection devices can
introduoejitter to the CD1 and CD0 signals received on the RD circuit. No more than i;5.D ns ofjitter shall
be introduced to a test signal by a simples: link segment. The test signal shall have a peak amplitude of
3.13 V and 10% to 90% rise and fall times of 12 ns. The content of the test signal shall he a Manchester-
encodeli pseudo-random sequence with a minimum repetition period of 511 hits.

NOTE: Branches offs twisted pair {often reFeI'recl to as “bridged tape” or “stubs”? will generally cause excessive jitter and so should beavoided.
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14.4.2.4 Delay. The maximum propagation delay of twisted pair shall be 5.’? ns.-‘n1 (mi.niJ:uu.n1 velocity
of 0.585 x c]. The maximum propagation delay ofa link segment shall not exceed 100-0 113,

14.4.3 Coupling Parameters. To avoid excessive coupling of signals between twisted pairs ofa twisted-
pair cable, the crosstalk must be limited. Crosstalk loss is specified for the twisted pairs in a twisted-pair
cable or twisted-pair cable binder group that are used as IIIBASE-T twisted-pair links, Crosstalk loss is
specified with the far ends of both the disturbed and the disturbing pairs and the near end ufthe djatu_1-bed
pair terminated in ms .I.‘.l. Drivers ofdisturbing pairs shall have a source impedance of lot] 9.

14.4.3.1 Differential Near-End Crosstalk (NEXT) Loss. The NEXT loss between any two twisted
pairs of a twisted-pair cable is dependent upon the geometry of the twisted-pair cable. Since the proxiniitv
of any two twisted pairs is influenced by the size of the twisted-pair cable, the NEXT loss is affected by
twisted-pair cable size.

14.-1.3.1.1 Turenty-Five-Pair Cable and Twenty-Five-Pair Binder Groups. The NEIKT loss
between any two twisted pairs. in a twenty-five-pair twisted-pair cable or hinder group used for 1UBASE~T

applications shall be at least 30 — 15 log10.('li"10}l dB (where f is the frequency in MHZ) over the Frequency
range 5.0 MHz and 10 MHz.

14.4.3-.1.2 Four-Pair Cable. The NEXT loss between any two twisted pairs in a four-pair twisted-
pair cable used for 10BASE—T applications shall be at least 26 — 15logm(fl'1CI) dB (where f is the frequency
in MHZ] over the frequency range 5.0 MHZ and 10 MHZ. -

14.4.3.1.3 Other Gables. The NEKI‘ loss requirement for all other twisted-pair cables shall be the
multiple-disturber NEIKT loss oi'14.4.3.2.

14.4.3.2 Multiple-Diaturber NEXT {l’I'[DNEXT] Loss. When a twisted-pair cable or twist-ed-pair
cable binder group contains twisted pairs from multiple ICIBASE-T twisted-tlair link segments, the multi-
ple-dieturber crosstalk loss is dependent upon the specific selection of disturbing and disturbed pairs. For
each IOBASE-T receive pair, MDNEXT is measured by having the remaining near-end transmit pairs
(excluding the transmit pair associated with the receive pair under test] driven with identical and synchro-
nized sine wave signals. MDNEXT may than be determined from the signal level observed on the receive
pair under test. Bjr examining all pair combinations with a fixed number of Ifisturbers. a cumulative distri-
bution of MDNEXT is obtained at each frequency of interest. The one percentile of this curnulative distri-

bution ahall be at least 23 — 15 logmflllfl) (where f is the frequency in MHz] at 5.0 MHz, 7.5 MHz, and
1D MHZ. When the number of possible combinations allowed by a cable is fewer than 100, the MDNEKT

loss for all combinations shall be at least 23 — 15 logwifiilfll (where fis the frequency in MHz) at 5.0 MHZ,
'15 MHz, and 10 MHz. Refer to 12.7.3.2 and Appendixdfl for a tutorial and method for estimating the
MDPTEXT loss for a complete n-pair cable.

14.-1.4 Noise Environment. The noise level on the link segments shall be such that the objective error
rate is met. The noise environment consists generally of two primary contributors: crosstalk from other
1oBASE—T circuits; and externally induced impulse noise, typically from telephone ringing and dialing sig-
nals, and other office and building equipment. -

14.4-4.1 Impulse Noise. The average rate of occurrence of impulses greater than 254 mV shall be less
than or equal to 0.2% as measured at the output of the following specified filter. Following the start of any
particular impulse that is counted, any additional impulse shall beignored for a period of 1 ps. The simple):
link segment shall be terminated at the far end in 10-0 Q. The filter is a 3-pole Butterworth low—pass with a
3 dB cutofi’ at 15 MHz {refer to A42).

NOTE? '1'}-'IJ1I!IJlJ'. the impulfln Imioe ut‘-currenoa rate changes inversely by one decade for each 5 dB to 9 did change in the threshold
voltage. Ifu count rate o:l'N'couI1ta-is is measured on a specific twisted pair and filter at the specified voltage tlu-eshold, the media
noise margin is approximately "u' logm(i2I.2iNl dB. impulse noise may he a burst phenrnnecnon and should be measured over an
rm-tended period cftima.

14.4.-1.2 Crosstalk Noise. The level of crosstalk noise on a simplex link segment depends on the level
of the disturbing signal-Es) and the crosstalk loss between the paints) carrying the signaltsjl and the dis,

267
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turlned pair. With the maximum trsnssnit level (14.3.12). the sinusoidal crosstalk loss (1-4.4.3.2), and mul-
tiple, random Manchester-encoded disturb-ers, the peak self-crosstalk noise levels as measured at the
output of the following specifi-ed filter shall be less than or equal to 264- n1‘V The filter is a 3-pole Butter
worth lew—p-ass with a 3 dB cutn-fI' at 15 11-11-12 (refer teA4.2}.

1-[.5 MDI Specification. This section defines the MD] for the twisted—psir link segment. The ]j_nJ1 topology
requires a crossover function between PMAs. Implementation and location of this crossover is also defined
in this section.

14.5.1 MD! Connectors. Eightrpin cs-n.l1eetu1's meeting the requirements of Section 3 and Figures. 1-5 of
ISO 33'3"? [20l shall be used as the mechanical interface to the twisted-pair link segment. The plug I3I.'II1]1Cl3-
tnr Shall be used [In the twisted-pair link segment and the jack on the MAU. These connectors are depicted
[for irdhrmntionsl use -:mly) in Figs 14-20 and 14-21, The following table shows the assignlznecnt of signsis tn
eunnectsr contacts.

QQHTAQT  &L
TD+
TD-

RI}+

Not used by 1E}BASE—T
Nut used by IBBASE-T
RD-—

Nut used by IUBASE-T

Not used by 1OBASE—T

Elli-m}GiE.J|>-DI-Ciflluill-I

Fig 14.20
MA.U IFIDI Connect

Twisted-Pair Link Segment Connector
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14.5.2 Crossover F'unotion. A crossover function shall be implemented in every twisted-pair link. The
crossover function connects the transmitter of one 1!-[AU to the receiver of the MAU at the other end ofthe

twisted-pair link. Crossover functions may be implemented internally to a MAU or elsewhere in the
tv.ristsd—ps.1'r link. For Mr-‘iUs that do not implement the crossover function, the signal names of 14.5.1 refer
to their own internal circuits. For MAUa that do implant the crossover function, the signal names refer
to the remote MAU of the twisted.—pair link. Additionally: the M131 connector for a MAU that implenients
the crossover function shall be marked with the graphical symbol “X”. Internal and external crossover
fIJJ1I':l:il]‘I15 are shown in Fig 1-'.-1.-22.

TD+

-13: L
To-

RD+

—<1:; "2
RD- RD-

MAU I I HILL]
{ajl External Crossover Function

MDI-XMDI

—£}:;

—<:1.:: RD- 6

{I1} MAU-Embedded Crossover Function

Fig 14-22
Crossover Function

When a twisted-pair link soon-ects a IJTE to a. repeater, it is recommended that the crossover be imple-
mented in the It-[AU local to the repeater. lf both MAU3 of a twisted-pair link contain internal crossover
functions. an additional external crossover is necessary. It is recommended that the crossover be visible to
an illfitaller fl'c-In one Dfthe MAUH. When both MAUs contain internal crossovers, it is further reooIn—
mended in networks in which the topology identifies either a central backbone segment or a central hub
that the MAU furthest from the central element be assigned the external crossover to maintain
consistency.
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Implicit implementation ufth-e crossover functimi within a twiateri—ps.ir cable, or at a hiring pond, while
not expressly for-bidrlenf is beyond the scope of this standard.

llusflgrltem Considerations. The repeater uuitspacified in Section 9 forms the neutral unit for intercon-
oeetiog 103-ASE-T twisted-pair links in networks of more than two nodes. It also provides the means for
connecting JCIBASE-T twisted-pair Links to other 1D Mbis hasebaiid segments. The proper operation of a
USMMCD network requires network since to be limited to control round-trip propagation delay to meet the
requirements of -1.2.3.253! and 1.4.2.1.. and the number of repeaters between any two DTEE to be limited in
order to limit the shrinkage of the interpoeltet gap as it travels through the network. Corifigurntion roles,
which ensure that these limits are not exceeded. are given in Section 13.

11.’! Environmental Specifications

[-1.11 General Safety. All equipment meeting this standard shall oonforro to one of the following IEC
Publications: 380 Ml. ‘.35 [BL or 950 [Bi-

N{I'T£' For IBOJIEC 5‘-Bl?-.'i: 1953. oonfiirroul-celhnil be In IKC 954} IN-

l4.?‘.2. Network Safety. This section sets forth a number nfreoonirnendations and guidelines related to

s.n!'e‘.}' oonoe:-nu; the list is neither complete nor does it address all possible safety issues. The designer is
urged to consult the relevant local, national. and international safety regulations ‘Le ensure compliance
with the appropriate requirernents.

[AN cable systems. described in this section are subject to at least four direct eleetrienl safety hazards

during their installation and use. '1"heee hazards are as follows:

(1) Direct eontaet between LAN oompononte and power, lighting, or eornmunica tic-ns circuits.
(2) Static charge buildup on LAN cables and oornpouenta.
(1!) High-energy transients coupled onto the LAN cable system.
(4.) Voltage potential djflerenoos between safety grounds to which various LAN components are

connected.

Eliieh electrical safety hazards must be avoided or appropriately protected against for proper network
inmellotion and p-erI'o-rinanee. In addition to provisions for proper Iiantlling oi" these conditions in an opera-
tional system, special m-es.on.rea must be taken to measure that the intended safety features are not negated
during installation o!’ a new network or during modification or maintenance oi an oxisung network. Isola-
tion requirements are defined in 14.3.1.1.

14.7.2.1 Installation. Sound installation prectioe. as defined by applicable local codes and regulations,
shall be followed in every instance in which such practice is applicable.

14.7.2.2 Grounding. .*u1:.r safety grounding path for the MAU shall be prwided through the circuit PG
ofthe AUI connection.

WARNING: It is assumed that the equipment to which the MALI is attached is properly ea:-thed. and not

left fioatirlg nor sarvioed by a ‘doubly insulated ac power distribution system." The use of floating or inau-

leted equipment, and the consequent implications for safety are beyond the scope of this standard.

I-1.7.2.3 Installation and Maintenance Guidelines. During installation and maintenance of the
cable plant. care shall be taken to usure that uninsoisted network cable eooduetors do not make electrical
oonteet with unintended nonductors or :ro1.Lnd,

I-l..7.fl.-I ']hI-eph-any Voltages. The use ofbuilding with it the possibility ofwiririg errors
that may connect telephony voltages to IUBASE-T equipment. Other than voioe signals [which are low
voltage), the primary voltages that may be eoI:ou.rIi'.erecl are the “battery” and ringing voltages. Although
there in no universal standard, the following maximums genera.l.l:.r apply.

Battery voltage to a telephone line is p;enern.ll}r 5-EV-dc applied to the line Izhrough u balanoed 4001:.
source impedance.
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Riliging voltage is a composite signal consisting of an ac component and a dc component. The ac eempe.
nent is up to 175 V peak at 20 Hz to 60 Hz with a 100 5} source resistance. The dc component is 55 Van
with a 300- $2 to EDD D. source resistance. Large reactive transients can occur at the start and end of eeeh
ring interval.

Although IOBASE-T equipment is not required to survive such wiring hazards without damage, applica-
tion of any of the above voltages shall not result in any safety hazard.

NOTE: Wiring errors may iinpoee telephony voltages dili’erenti.al],y across IDBASE-T transmitters or receive:-5, Eecauae the m-mm.
tion resistance likely to be pvneaent across a receiver's input is of eubotantialbr lower im]:Ie-dance than an off—hoc-k telephone instru-
ment, receivers will generally appear to the telephone system as ofihook telephones. Therefore, fuJ1—ri.ng voltages will be applied for
only ahocrt periods. ‘I‘raI1a:r.oitlaera that are coupled using transfonneia will 5l.ll'Il.lflJ‘l_Y appear like ofiwhook telephunea{t|1oug]1 pa;-nape a
hit. more slowly} due to the low resistance efthc transformer coil.

14.7.3 Environment

14.7.3.1 Electromagnetic Emission. The twisted-pair link shall comply with applicable local and
national codes for the limitation of electromagnetic interference.

14.7.3.2 Temperature and Humidity. The twisted-pair link is expected to operate over a reasonable
range of emriromnental conditions related to temperature, humidity, and physical handling (such as shock
and vibration). Specific requirements and values for these parameters are considered to be beyond the
scope ofthis standard.

It is recommended that manufacturers indicate in the literature associated with the MAU the operating
environmental conditions to facilitate selection, installation, and maintenance.

It is recommended that manufacturers indicate, in the literature associated with the components of the
twisted-pair link segment, the distance and operating environmental conditions over which the specifica-
tions ofldl-.4 will be met.

14.8 MAU Labeling. It is recommended that each MAU {and supporting documentation} he labeled in a
manner visible to the user with at least these parameters:

{1} Data rate capability in Mhfs,
(2) Power level in terms of maximum current drain (for external MAUSI,
{3} Any applicable safety warnings.

See also 1-1.5.2.

14.9 Timing Summary. Table 14-2 summarizes the timing requirements for the IDBASE-T twisted-pair
link. This table is a summary; for complete descriptions of the timing requircinents, refer to the referenced
sections.
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Annex

Additional Reference Material

(This Anne: is not a port of this International Standard but is a port ofl’lNSLI'lEl:'.l:'. Std 302.3, 1993.}

[A1] ANSUEIA 3fid.A-1937, Standard Test Procedures for Low-E‘ne-l:1uency{Be1ow 3 M'_l-Izj E1e.c1;1-[ca] flunnec.
tor ’Ibst Procedure.“

[1513] ANSUIEEE Std 7'?0X3.9‘?-1933, IEEE Standard Pascal Computer Programniing Lang11age.1'5

[A3] Material from this reference is now incorporated into the base standard.

[A4] Material from this reference is now incorporated into the base standard.

[A5] ANSUNFPA 70.1937, National Electrical coda.“

[A6] A-NSIFUL 94-1935, Tests for Flammability ofPlastic Materials for Parts in Devices and Appliances.”

[A7] ANSIIUL 114-1932, Safety Standard for Clfiice Appliances and Business Equipment.

[A8] ANSUUL 4TB-1979, Safety Standard for Electronic Data-Processing Units and Systems,

[A9] ECMAFQT (1935), Local Area Networks Safety Re-r.“1uirementa.1B

[A10] EIA CBB—19B1, Components Bulletin (Cat 4} List of Approved Agencies, US and Other Countries,
Impa-::ti.ng Electronic Components and Equipment.

[All] FCC Docket 2073-D-19%|} [Part 15), ‘Technical Standards for Computing Equiprnent. Amt.-.]1fl_me]1t of
Part 15 to redefine and clarifir the rules governing restricted radiation delrioes and low—p-ower communica-
tion dellricefi. Reconsidercd First Report and Clrdcr, April 1930.19

[A12] MIL.-C—17F-1983, Gene-ral Specification for Cables, Radio Frequency, Flexible and Semir1'gid.m

[A13] llllll.-C-243033-1983, General Specifications for Connector, Electric, Rectangular, Miniature Polar-
ized Shell, Rack and Panel.

[A14] UL Subject No 753: UL vw.1, Description ofAp-pliance Wiring lll'Iaterial.2l

LA15] Al|l'[P, lnc., Departmental Publication 5525, Design Guide to Coaxial Taps. Harrisburg, PA 1'.‘-'1[I5_

lfilfil AMP, lnI:., Instruction Sheet 6314, Active Tap Installation. Harrislourg, PA 17105.

HAIIANEI publicaticna are available from the Sales Department, Anierican National Standards Institute, 11 West 42nd Street,
NewYorli, NY 10035, USA; Elli publications are available from the Standards Sales Department, Electronic Industl-lea Association,
lflfll Eye Street, NW, wpaisnglm, no cocoa, Uss,

15 TEEE publications are available from the Service Center, Institute offllectricol and Engineers, 445 Hoes 1,.g_n,e, 14,0,
Box 1331, Piscatawey, NJ fl-8355-1331, USA.

1“ NFPA publications are a.ll.rl-.l.ilable Erorlzl Publications Sales, National Firle Protection Association, Batterjlmaxch Park, Quinn}, MA02259-9101, USA.

1" UL publications also available from Publications Sales, Underwriters Laboratories, 1uc., ass l'fingsi.cn 11.1., Northbrook, 11 sumo,USA.

is EEMA publications are available from European Coutnputsr Msnutsctumre Association. 114 Rue du Rhone, 1304 Geneva, Svfltrcor an .

'9 FCC IJUIJJ-iI3-‘ii-illflfi H-H3 11'-'41ilEIb1B Tmm the Federal Communications Commission, lliasbingmn, DE.‘ 20402, USA.

3“ MTI. publications are available from US Nal.-yPublicstions and Forms Center, 5801 Tabor Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19121], U531,

31 lnfonnaiion on this subject. is available from Urld.erw1'iI.era mummies, 111;, 12:55 wan Whjtmnn mad, Melvflle, NY 11747,USA
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Appendixes

[TheseAppend.ixes are not :1 part cfthis International Standard or EFANSDTEEE Std $02.73. 19913 T'.diti.cn.}

Appendix A

System Guidelines

A1. Baseband System Guidelines and Concepts

ALI Overall System Objectives. The CSMNCD Access Method, supported by basebsnd technology,
depends on a variety of analog system components at and below the physical level of the DS[ Reference
Model. These components provide basic interconnection facilities for the CSMNCD access mechanism
itself and are defined throughout Sections 6, '3', and 3.

Overall performance of the analog baseband medium and related physical layer capabilities depends -on
an optimal and known set of analog capabilities within each of these critical system elements: the coaxial
trunk cable, MAUs, branch cables, DTE-s, and repeater units. These system elements affect the integrity
with which the serial data bit stream analog signals are carried between open systems. There are at least
three critical parameters of interest: bits lost in the transmission system, signal delays, and phase jitter. It
is important that these be apportioned properly among the affected system elements.

The successful interconnection of rnultivendor system components mandates that the values for bits lost,
signal delays, and phase jitter be allocated. fairly and realistically! among the various system elements, The
balance efAppen_dixA identifies the upper limits of values to be placed. on the subject parameters. These
values are based on the maximal system configuration (for example, ‘Four repeater units, 2.5 km trunk
coaxial cable medium].

A1.2.Analog System Components and Parameter Values. The values given in the following table are
in terms of bits and are stated as maximum values except for values given within ranges.

The initial mnemonic under each component entry refers to the system component as identified in Fig
A1. System parameters are stated in terms of the intralayer or interlayer messages sent within a station.
Specific delays are called out as = delay.

The repeater concepts described throughout this section are considered to be an acceptable set of specifi-
cations for a multirepestered system. It is noted that the exact parametric values specified for the repeater
environment are subject to minor refinement.

Cumponerit and Parameter

MEDIUTHI
'I'ru.nl: Coaxial Cable
C1 Pmpagatim

POINT TO ?DlN'l‘ LINK
P1 PropagationAUT

A1 Propagation

MEDIUM ACCESS UNIT
M1 DATA IN ASSERT —» INPUT
M2 OUTPUT —.'r DATA OUT ASBEET
as one TN eoLLIs1oN _» soc ASSERT
M-L COLLISION DEASSERT —i SHE DEASSEFCF
M5 C|IUTPi]"T‘ IDLE -3 sea sssssr
ME SQE TEST ASSERT —L EQE DEASSERT
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Start
C‘-nmponent and Parameter Up

D8131’

DIE
D1 INPUT -1-TN-PUTUNTT 131}
III? CIUTP UT‘ UNIT —r- OU‘I'PI..“I' ..
as INPUT —: CARRIER s"mTos .. CARRIER ON 3_u
D4 INPUT IDLE -1 CARRIER. EFPATIIS = OFF 3_[| _: K 5.51]
ns SQE Assam —a CARRIER STATUS = 0N ' 33
D6 SQE DE.-KSSERT -9 CARRIER STATLTS = OFF 3_u .: X 5 fi_n
Tl’? SQE AESERT —: SIGNAL STATUS = ERROR 3;;
DE SQE DEASSERT -3 SIGNAL STATUS = N0 ERROR 3_g { ii 5 513
D9 CARRIER STATUS = OFF —) UUTPL-‘T UNIT 13!; 5 ,,._ S 139
me m1=I;T _: OUTPUT so
D11 SIGNAL STATUS = ERROR -3- JAM OUTPUT 153
me JMH oLn'PUT DUE.-vrion =32_.;;

HEPEATEE UNIT
T11 INPUT 1,2 —! ClU'l'F‘UT 2.1 75
H2 INPUT IDLE 1,2 —h OUTPUT IDLE 2,1 _
as INPUT 1,2 -0 CARRIER s'mTos = on 3;.
It-1 SQE --1 SOL"-REED OUTPUT 3'5
“-5 JAM OUTPUT —i OUTPUT IDLE agglg

Figure A1 indicates the maximal system oonfigiiration and identifies the various system component
parameters considered critical in determining analog system 'po1'forn1snL1.-..

REJEATER HEPEATEH FIEPE HTEFI FIEF‘|:.‘-TEFi
as? SET EL-‘T srr

1 2 3 4

Figfil
Maximal System Configuration Bit. Budget Apportionments

A13 Minimum Frame Length Determination. The following table indicates the system elements that
make up the minimum frame length calculation based on the worst-case numbers as outlined in the hit
budget ofA1.2. The oompilation in the following table is based on the following scenario:

(ll UTE 1 transmits to an adjacent DTE 2 on coaxial segment 1.
K2} DTE 3 tra.nsrniaeion collides with DTE I transmission.

(3) UTE 3 is assumed to he the worstacase distance from DTE 1 and its transmission just misses defer-
ring to the DTE 1 message.

(4) The collision fragment travels back down the network to inform IJTE 1 that a collision has occurred
on its mess age.

The frame length is constrained by two parameters:

is) The message from DTE 1 shall be long enough so that it is still sending when the collision is
detected.

{bl The message from DTE 1 shall be short enough such that JJTE 2- can throw out the message on
the basis of losing tun elm-i-t,
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Component and Function Delay

DTE 1 HEARTS TO PUT OUT FIRST BIT
DTE 1 3.0
AU1 M1 2.5‘?
MAUI 3.0
CCIAXI 21.-BE

EEPEATEE SET 1
MAU IA E1]
ADI RIA 2.57
REF 1 "i'.fi
AUT RIB 2.57
MAU 1B 3.0

REPEATER SET TOTAL 2-L34

l'|iL 1 25.54
HE1’E£\TE.R SET 2 21.3
COAX 2 21.E5
J:lE1’EATEH'. SET 3 21.6
l'RL 2 25.64
REPEATFJR SET 4 21.5
CUAX 3 21.65
MAU 3 6.0
AUI 3 2.57
UTE 3 PUTS DLTTA BIT B.|.'.'I
AUI 3 2.5’?
M.:!\U 3 1'-LU
COAX 3 21.55

RIEPEATER SET 4
MAU -LB
ATJ1 41"}
REP 4-
:11 11-11
MAU 4.-1

BEPEATER SE1‘ 'FU'l"AL
IRL. 2
HLEPEATER SET 3
COAX. 2
REPEATER 2
IHLL 1
REPEATER SET 1
COAX. 1
MAU 1
AUI M1
UTE J

The above table provides the scenario that enables DTE 1 to determine a collision is taking place. DTE 1
shall transmit for at least 499 bit times. ‘DJ determine how much longer IJTE 2 will eontinue to receive hits,
assume that UTE 1 is the last transmitter to provide bite to the UTE 2 MAU. DTE 2 then BEES the
following:

Component and Function

UTE 1
DTE. 1
AUI M1
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If Repeater Set 1 is the last system component to provide hits to DTE 2, then DTE 2 w-j]J_ see the
following:

Total

Component and Function Dam?

REPEATEH. SET] (lat JAM BIT} <'I-5-1.6
REP1 l-LEV 33.0 550.6
DUAX 1 REV 13] 21.55 5'i"2.3

The Repeater Set is the last transniitterto provide a bit to IJTE 2. The DTE 2 MAU starts seeing bite at
time 3.6, which means that DTE 2 seeds 5E3.'i' hits [5'i"2.3 — 8.6]. DTE 2 sees a minimum of B1 preamble hits
and B SFD hits. The preamble and SFD bits can be deleted from the 563.’? total because they are not
munted in minimum frame length.

The minimum frame length -determination from the above scenario is then 56-1.’? — 69.0 : 494.? hits. The
10 Mbfs system value for minimum Frame length has been set at 512 bits.

Al.-4 System Jitter Budgets. The typical jitter budget expected for the baseband system is apportioned
in the following manner:

Encoder I15 ns
AUI Gable 1.0 11: (transmit end}
MAU 'I'2ra.nsm.it 2.0 no
Trunk Coax '?.[l ns
MAU Receive -1.0 as (with ocmpensationi
JTLUI. Cable 1.0 as [receive and}
ENE on COAX 5.1] as CSNR = 5:1}
ENE onAUI 0.5 ns {SNR = 5:1, transmit end}
SN}! on&UI [L5 :15 [SNR :: 5:1; receive end]

16.5 us

The 13 ns jitter budget leaves adequate design margin for imp1eme:ntation—dependent considerations.

3.1.4.1 Nominal Jitter Values. The jitter budget values given above are not expected to accommodate
all step changes in phase jitter due to system parameter variations within one or a few hit times.

A1.at.2 Decoder Evaluation The phase decoder in the PLS suhlayer should correctly decade a
Manchester-encoded signal whose data transition point [center of a bit cell) has a peak-to-peak jitter of no
more than 36 ns (:|: 18 na deviation from the bit oell center]. See Figs A2 and A3 for test method,

Evaluation of decoder performance may be simulated and tested by application of three distinct Wave.
forms representing worst-case and normal conditions. The waveforms contain M.ancheeter—enen.ded bite

whose center transitions represent the extremes of maximum skew. A 5 MHz (repetition rate) pulse train
whose pulse width is either 34 ns or 136 no simulates the two worst-casejitber conditions. The data output
from the decoder should remain stable for each of the three test. patterns and shifis between these
extremes where there is a low rate of change in center transition skew. Note that the actual transmission

system is not expected to permit sudden drastic changes in the steady-state edge deviation during the
reception of any given frame. The above evaluation process is not intended to guarantee proper decoder
performance under all operating conditions.
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COMPUTATTIDN OF MINIMUM FRAME SIZE -64 391 =

original preamble + <.sfd> data bits
transmitted

5 - (Hub Collision Shutdown Delay
(upward)
—Hub ‘Transit Delay} H1
5 ' (Huh Collision Shutdown Delay
fdovmwardl

-H uh 'I'ra.nsit Delay} -171

Tiny fi-action of E-Iuh Delay 47!. =
St:-etchfshrink data bits received

The rninimum frame length must exceed both the maximum number of bits sent before recognizing CF
(391 —jamsize = 359) and the maaimmn collion fragment size (471), as computed above. The IBASEE sys-
tem value for minimum frame length has been set at 512 bits, which exceeds both of these values with a
margin for error.

412.3 Jitter Budget. The total edge jitter of the signals on each link must belimited to allow proper decod-
ing at the receiver. The following budget has been used to allocate jitter to the indicated components that
contribute to the total jitter on each l.‘lII.i{:

fimnnneni

‘Transmitter sl-new

Cable intersymbol interference
Cable reflections
Reflections due to receiver terIni.nation mismatch

Total 1:32 us

The cable intersymbel interference and reflection allowances form the basis for the limit specified in
12.'i".2.3; the reflecti-on component is sul"fi:cie:nt to allow a single 20 £1 impedance mismatch anywhere along
a cable segment. The receiver-mismatch allowance is derived from the reflection attenuation specified in
12.5.3.2.4. The total forms the basis for the specification in 12.5.3.2.2.

The remainder of the jitter that can be tolerated by the Manchester decoder in a receiver is reserved to
allow for distortion of the signal clue to noise, receiver threshold offset, receiver skew, and receiver sam-
pling timing error.

A simple clocked receiverfdecoder with an 8 MB: sampling rate (the worst case allowed for in the design
of this standard), can achieve proper decoding with up to : 125 ns of jitter between two edges, which is
equivalent to $32.5 us on each edge. Other receiver designs may tolerate more edge jitter. For example, a
6 MHz sampling rate would allow up to $33.33 ns ofjitter on each edge and a 1.6 MHz sampling rate allows
up to i93.'75 ns ofjitter.

It may be necessary to use a lowapass filter as part ofthe receiver to reduce the noise level seen by that
receiver [see 12.3.4 for a description of the noise environment). A filter that reduces the noise may also
have an efi'ect onthe amplitude and edge rate of the received signal. The filtered signal's edge rate near the
zero-crossing is used in the critical translation from ml? ofnoise and receiver ofisct into us ofjitter.

An example receiver design using an 3 MHz sampling rate and a 2 1':-[Ha Butterworth input filter might
be based on the Following jitter budget:

mnaanant Jitter

Input jitter (from above)
Noise and receiver threshold offset. 19.5

Receiver skew (analog) 4

Receiver skew (digital) 7

'Ibtal
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The two primary contributors to noise in a 1BASE5 cable are sel-I‘-crosstalk and impulse noise (see
12.14). Because it is unlikely that both will be present at their 1% wo':st—caae levels on any particular
cable, the required bit error rate atlzihutable to each source can be set at half of the one in 105 error rate
required by lE.5.3.2.6.

Crosstalk noise is specified to be no more than 105 ml! (peak) through a. 2 MHZ filter (see 12.7.4.2}.
Because crosstalk is present for the entire transmission of a packet, some crosstalk will coincide with the
most sensitive part of the received signal. Therefore, the receiver must operate without error in the pres-
ence ofthis 105 ml?’ of noise.

lmpulae noise has a peak amplitude of 170 roll’ for $0.005 count-91's through the 2 MHZ filter (see
12,7.4,1), This threshold does not directly correlate tojitter, however, because the derivation of the E25 115
jitter tolerance for an 8 MHz clock assumed worstrcase sampling error. Assuming a random phasing of the
sampling clock to the received signals, it can be shown that the 170 ml? of noise is equivalent to a level of
B5 IIIV with a worst-phase clock.

Jitter due to noise should ‘no computed using the larger ofthe above two levels. The 105 ml? for crosstalk
noise, therefore, should he added to 50 ml.’ for receiver threshold offset and the result should be divided by
the edge rate of the filtered signal near the zero-crossing (7.9 mVJ'I1s for the 2 MHz filter}, yielding the
19.5 ns indicated above.

A3. Example Crosstalk Computation for Multiple Diaturhera

A method for computing multiple-disturber, near end, crlosstalli attenuation (M'DNEXTl into each
JBASEE pair is specified in 12.7.3.2. This appendix. provides example computations GTMDNEXI‘ using that

method when only the distribution of X“ is known.
The single-disturber probability distribution curve (labelled “1"') shown in Fig A4 is based on actual mea-

surement of 25-pair, 2-‘.1-gauge, unshielded, twisted pair cable. The remaining probability distribution
curves (labelled with the number of disturbing pairs) were computed using Monte Carlo simulation. Tb

eompute each sample l'r£DNEXTj for N disturbers, N values of crosstalk attenuation (Xi) were chosen from
the single-disturher distribution and Nvalues ofcrosstalk phase (Eli) were chosen from a uniform distribu-
tion between 0 and En rad. These values were then used with the following equations to compute

llIl'DNEXTj:

Hi = 2151511 lflkxiflnl cos Bi

{—xI..oo} ,
Vi = Eisi-;N1fl Bmei

M'DNEl{TJ. = 1o1ugm{Hf +vf;.

Iterating this process. several hundred times, each time producing a single MDNEIK'I‘_,- sample, resulted in
distributions for M'ElII‘«l'E'.X'I' that are summarised in the following table and FigA-1:

Dishuhers Iteralisns  m  . sea

61.2dB 7.c-as ' 43.6.13

500 57.2 3.2 45.4

500 55.1 5.3 45.2

500 52.0 5.? -'-12.5

lilllfl -158.5 5.4 39.].

500 -17.1 5.3 3'i".B

5'30 45.9 5.9 33.2

Because two pairs are used for each ]_BA.SE5- connection. the entries in this table for 13 and 24 fljaturberfi

are not applicable for l1D1'rnal installation of 25-pair cables. Furthermore, telephone cables; with larger

28-3
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1914.2 Filter Characteristics. The implementation of the 3-pole, low-pass Butterworth filter should have
the following characteristics:

3 dB cutoff frequoncjr 115 MHZ
Insertion loss (5 MI-I-.: to 10 Mile] 111.0 dB
30 ll-ll-IE attenuation 217.5 dB

Input impedance [5 Ii-TH: to 10 MHz} 100 9.
Return loss with 100 ii load (5 M_Hz to 10 llil-Is] 22D dB

This filter is only used for the tests deserilitad in 14-3.1.3.2, 14.4.4.1, and 14.4.-1-.2.Al:n_1ffer may be needed
to achieve the above return ices when using an LC implementation of this filter.

A-1.3 Notes for Conformance Testing. The following notes are provided to assist in developing the con-
formance test.

A4.3.1 Notes for l4.3.1.2.l on Differventinl Output Voltage. For testing harmonics measured on the
TD circuit when the DO circuit is driven by an sll—ones Manchester-encoded signal, it is acceptable to use a
pattern of maximum length packets whose data field is all ones.

For testing of the maximurn and minimum output signal to the template in Fig 14-9, the recommended
measurement procedure is described as follows. An oscilloscope set for a zero voltage trigger with a positive
slope is allowed to accumulate an eye pattern that must be within the template. Acqlfisition must be long
enough to ensure that all data variations have been observed. When using pacltetized data, the '["P_ IJJL
and the first transmitted hit should be excluded from this measu.rement.Al.so, the interpaclrct interval may

be adjusted so that transition-touidle transient effects are excluded. When testing with the inverted tem-
plate, the slope o-fthe son-pe trigger shuuid he negative.

A4..3.2 Note for 1-1.8.1.22 on Transmitter Differential Output Impedance. The return loss (Rid is
defined as foilows:

lzlcaninnitter + Zcablul
RL = 2[}log

mlztrannmit-ter _ Zcahlel

'I I

.|

Zgmsmtm. is the impedance of the transmitter
Zcabie is the impedance of the cable
V,- is the differential voltage incident upon the transmitter
V, is the differential voltage reflected from the transmitter

(13 Atransmitber with a purely resistive source impedance ofilfi L1 :l:2fl% will satisfy this requirement.
(2) The requirement of 14.3.1.2.2 is equivzilentto the following two constraints:

{all The return loss when measured with an 35 I1. resistive source is at least 15 dB in the frequency
range offs MHz to 10 MHz.

{bl The return loss when measured with s 1.11 {I resistive source is at least 15 dB in the frequency
range of5 MHz to 1|) MHz.

A433 Note for 14.3.l.2.»3 on Output Timing Jitter. Adhernrioe to the template of 14.3.1.2.1 with ajit-
tcrleas source driving DO and die zero crossings constrained to 46.5 ns to 53.5 11.5 and 96.5 :15 to 103.5 115 is
sufficient to demonstrate oomplianoe with the 3.5 ns jitter requirement. When measuring an integt-at.ed
MAU, the zero crossing time interval should be constrained to 44.5 ms to 55.5 as and 94.5 ns to 1:15.15 :15
due to the additions] allocation for encoder and AUI jitter. This test is simpler to perform than the test
which follows, but failure of this test does not demonstrate noncompliance.

When triggering on one edge of the transmitted signal and observing another edge, the obserired jitter
measures the difierenee between the jitter of the triggering edge and the observed edge. W'J:1en the two

255
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edges are separated such. that the jitter of the edges is independent and clock drift is insignificant, the
observed jitter is twice that ofa single edge.

‘Therefore. a test that demonstrates compliance or noncompliance is as follows: Observe the zero cross-

ings 3 BT and 8.5 BT trom the triggering zero crossing while transmitting a pseudo-random data sequence
of at least 511 bits. An external MAU with s jitterless source driving D0 is compliant when ail zero cros s-
ings fall within the time intervals 8.0 ET :|: 7 ns and 8.5 BT i 7‘ :13. An integrated MAU is compliant when
all zero crossings fall within the time iritorvals 8.0 BT:t 11 113 and 3.5 HT i ll ns.

When using packetized data, the TP_IDL and the first transmitted bit should be excluded from these
measurements.

A4.3.4 General Note on Common-Mode Tests. When performing tests specified as balanced or com-
mon-mode, the balance of the test equipment (such as matching resistors] must exceed that required by the
test.

A4.'.!I.5 Note for 1-13.1.3.4 on Receiver Differential Input Itupodanoo. The return loss (EL) is
defined as follows:

lz receiifcr 4' ZeehieiRL = 201-agm
u rwaivor _ zoahlei

and also

BL = 20 log“,

where

Zremimr is the i.I:I1p-edance of the receiver

Zcablu is the impedance of the cable

V; is the differential voltage incident upon the receiver

V, is the differential voltage refiected from the receiver

(1) Areceiver with a resistive input impedance of 96 E1 :|_' 20% will satisfy this requirement.

{2} The requirement of l4.3.1.3.4 is equivalent to the following two constraints:

la} The return loss when measured with an 85 Q. resistive source is at least 15 dB in the frequency
range effi MHz to 10 MHz.

(lid The return loss when measured with a 111 S} resistive source is at least 15 dB in the frequency
range of 5 MHz to 10 MHz.

A435 Note for 1=l.3.1.3.3 on Receiver Idle Input Behavior. For cc-nfc-rrnanee testing ofreceivers, the
start of idle shall conform to the template shown in Fig 14—1il. Add.iI;ional1}g the magnitude of the voltage-
time integral of the undershoot (measured from the negative zero crossing that ends the positive idle pulse
to the time when the differential signal settles to 0.0 ml.’ :t 50 ml’) shall be no greater than 1.2 times the

voltage-time integral of the posiinlve idle pulse {measured from the last positive zero crossing to the nega-
tive zero crossing).

A437 Note for 14.3.l.3.5 on Receiver Common-Mode Rejection. For a stand-alone MAU, the
receiver common-mode test may be perihrined with a jitterless. Ea, so that the D] circuit sh-m,|_]d haw: nu
more than 4.0 ns of edge jitter.

F01’ an integi-ated MAU, the oommon—mode testis performed with an E3 that has zero crossing jitter up
to 11 :13 from the ideal.
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Appendix E

State Diagram, MAC Suhlayer

B1. Introduction

Thug Appendix. (',U|1t,nj_n.5 a generalized state mathmc duh-lcrtptton of the CHMNLTII prnced urns fur MAL‘. It
is J.-supportive of the formal procedures defined in -L2. [t is nmnumed that tho rom;h~r "ts fatntiltnr with those
In-rmuj duncriptione.

The auto diagrama of this rlppendil are deacnptive rather than tiefimtionnl; lhe fomml statements of
«I 2 pnwide the definitive specifications.

I32. CSMAICD Media Access Control State Machine Overview

"rho [‘.§_§!nI_.fl.rT‘.D MAC consists of two mmpanenta: the transmit component and the receive component.

These rump-onenta operate concurrently and indepundoratly.

B11 ‘I1-muznit Component Ova:-vicar. The trunam‘.-t component is responsible for handling all £"Vt!'I'It.E
that uffuct the Lranamigaiun of a frame unto the medium uioc Fifi B1 and Table B11.

TnI.n.u:|:t:|t Component E-tale Diagram

B3,! 1'1-unnmii. Cumpunant Event Daucriptiunu

Inithnllz-o. Thin event is gtanarataati by managonmnl to nl.n.rt up the component.

Data Request. This event is generated by tho ].T.t!nuhlr1yI3r. It indicates thoru IE :1 I'l}lT to be transmitted

‘£8?
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C-Itr1'it-I‘ On. T|£‘Li..‘l event indicatui that the F|h!|"l'|1C-II |:1.1'l'r has! detected 3 change in Imrnitr sense from nu

Carrier (HT. This event indicates. that the phyaicnl layer has detected a change II?! the state ufcnrritar
sa nar frum carrier to no carrier.

Preamble Done AND Ca-[Lilian flaunt Up. "|I'I1in went indicatee that the physical luyur has detecbeal. u

cnllisinn with the Franz? b-sing trnmtmjtled and the tmnmnlfiaion ufthe praatmhiv In-quen-me is camp-It-'Lud.

Dally ‘Timeout. This went ittdjcntas that the int r.-rflrnme time delay has mI1:|]:-I-:'t«L-d

Bimlt-n!'l' 1‘|IneuuL This went itttlicntea that the unm pefiod for hacking off han mmplr.-tad.

Trnnnait Done. ‘The bit tmnsmitter has tnnmmttn-I! all of the bits in the transmit buffer specified by the
t'rII.nIrI:|it buflbrnize [which includes preamble and duty.

Elu-I.-rdive Collhinnn. The hit tranalnittcr has t]'flJ1.L.‘l1lII.I-I'.|d 9]] cf the bats in the trarmrnit bufler specified
by Lhe h'nJ1:.1'I'Jit bufianisa. and the Iittemp-I count in equal to fit-E maximum transmit attempt cmmt
ullmm-.d.
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132.3 Transmit Component Action Descriptions

Construct Frame. This action encapsulates the data field with the i"‘reamh1e, Sl:"D, DA, SA, i.eng-th, PAD,
and FCS fields.

Start Frame 'I'ranisa.iun. This action initiates bit transmission of the frame.

Start Jam Transmission. This action causes the bit transmitter to transmit the hits efthe jam pattern.

Indicate Successful Transmission. This action reports that the transmission was successful,

Indicate Transmit Failure. This action reports the failure of transmission and the reason.

Increment Attempt Count. This action inemments the counter used to reerlrd the number of attempts
made to transmit the same Frame,

Re.5etAtten1pt Count. This action initializes the attempt count to 0.

Start Baekoff Timer. This action eomputes the random baekofi delay time and sets the hackoff timer to
that time.

Start Delay Timer. This action sets the delay timer to the interframs gap time.

Stop Delay Timer. This action turns the delay timer off.

Perform Initialization. This action turns all lirners oil‘ and ensures that carrier is considered off and enl-

lisinn detract down, All counters are res-(at. Any implementation specific variables are initialized.

B2.4 Tranit Component State Descriptions

Start. The transmit component has not been initialised by management.

Idle. The transmit component is not transmitting any data nor is it in estate where it is prevented from
transmitting date.

Tra11smit. The transmit component is ECi.i'W.‘.i}' transmitting bite onto the medium.

Jam. The transmit component is arstivnly transi-ui1.-tingjam bits onto the medium.

Baekoff. The transmit component is waiting for its random hackoff delay to expire before attempting to
retransmit a frame.

Bael-toff Defer. The transmit component is waiting for both the medium to become available and for its
hac]-_r.eEi' time delay to expire before a1.temp’sing to retransmit a frame.

Backoff Delay. The transmit eempunent is waiting for the interframe gap and the iiackoii" delays to expire
before attempting to retransmit a frame.

Defer No Wait. The transmit component has no Frame to transmzit and it cannot transmit one if it get:-. one
because the medium is busy.

Delay N0 Wait The transmit Component has no frame to transmit and it could not if it had one because it
is waiting for thc int-::1'l’ra.me gap time to expire.

Defer Wait. The transit Cflmpflnent is waiting for the medium to become free before attempting to trans-
mit or retransmit the frarne.
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Delay ‘Wait. The transmit component is waiting for the ixiterframe gap time to expire before attempting to
tranalznit or retransmit the frame.

B3. Receive Component Overview

The receive component is responsible far handling all events that affect the reception I;-fa fi-ame fro-m the
media. (See B2 and Table B2.)

Fig B2
Receive Component State Diagram

Tabla B2

Receive Component State Transition

Current Stabc Event Action Next State

0. Start Initialize - Perform Initialization Idle

1. idle -Carrier On — Start Receiving Receive

2. Receive Carrier Elli’ - Process Frame Received Idle

233.1 Receive Component Event Descriptions

Initialize. This event is generated by management to start up the component.

Carrier On. This event indicates that the physical layer has detected a changein carrier aenae frnm no
earner to carrier.

Carrier Off. This event indicates that the physical layer has detected a change in the state of carrier
sense from carrier to no carrier.

133.2 Receive Component Action Descriptions

Perfflrm Initialization. This action turns all timers oli and ensures that carrier is considered off and col-

lision detect dc-wI1.All munters are reset. An}; implementation specific Variables are initialized.

Start Receiving. This action begins the processes nfaceepting bite and appending them be the buffer used
to contain the frame.
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Appendix C

Application Context, Selected Mediinn Specifications

C1. Introduction

This Appendix provides general guidance, to both the design engineer and the eventual user of specific
prudllct implementations, on What paIticula.r sections of the ISO 3802-3 CSMAICD Local Area Network
Standard might be considered useful For different application enirironmcnts. It is to be emphasized that the
material in this Appendix is very general. as the standard specifications are intended to be relatively
application—ind.ependent. Nevertheless, certain specifications may apply more to one application environ-
ment than another. What follows are brief descriptions of application environments and lists of those
generic parameters. of the physical layer spcciiicalioris thought to be useful in relating a general set ofuser
requirements to a specific standard specification and its related medium. Once a basic relationship is iden-
tified, the reader is directed to ex specific section of the standard for detailed do-iign 3pecificatian,3_

C2. ‘Type IUBASEE Applications

-One of the major arenas for local area networks is the interconnection of work stations throughout a
large department or single building. The ability to handle all kinds of message traffic at relatively high
data rates among a large set of work stations are typical characteristics of these environments. Usually the
basic interconnection trunla cable is installed and left in place pennanently or for extended periods while
Work station placement may shift. from time to time. The Type IDBASEE specification provides the primary
baseband backbone for intraplant CSMAICD interconnections. S-eelrlons 'l' and S of the standard provide
detailed specificatioris for the physical layers associated with Type IOBASE5 environments. The generic
physical layer parameters are as follows:

Maximum unrepeatered cable segment 500 in
Maximum number of MAUs per segment 100
Connector type Type N or coaxial °‘tap"
Breakdown voltage, MAU function 250 V ac nns
MTBF 1 million hours

Total Segment Resistance 5 it
MAU separation 2.5 in
Connection shunt capacitance 4 pF
AUI functionality D0, D1, C1, (C0 optional)
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Appendix D

Receiver Wavelength Design Considerations

Rel}-renoo 2! 9 -I I 1. wavelengtl:
The i'J,1I'I[i_'T w;n'[-Ir,-|1g‘ll: uf the optical FiUL.|I'l‘l"' I_*mI1:EIIun in n1rr&nt.1" 5]EL1tfi'E‘dl tn bl: hutwl-t:n '.|"‘;|£I nm. ..1:].d

F-W1 nm n.|l.l'mu}.-ll l.h£'.% limits are B-(‘l"\{.-|JI.l'vl.h|l'. II. II‘ curroritly remgnized, through lh1‘|.'!I‘.flI'IIII'IH.T.l1'|I'I oI'I:n|1nu-
I3.IL'lururH' I.‘urn:nt. tintal, that g1'eatI-er vhuitnhn I.II'un1It.tuI':+ ran he abtalrmed by E.'£IL-nIiII1p[thI' ulluwuhle wave-
It.-1‘qI,'l'.}II.:IBIl'l run.

.r'u| uppt.-r limit uf 910 nm allows thu su.'II.-I:l.iuI1 of" l.I|E'-'Ui(.'E..¥I nominally centered at :1 luwur wrwultmgth, for
I-xmn]:-lc. HP.-10 nm. This allows a tolera.m'L- for I1mnu!'I=.I:I.urj.ng variations. for e-xunaplu. '20 nm. and u taller-
ll.l.|l:l' fur an II]mru'Ling Lexnperature rangn Ilypimllly, F13 nine”-C).

It In .-|nI.iripaL-.-.:1 that fut1.I.re fiber optir IIp[l|.i{'IiI.‘illnfl including LC|{‘.B.l Area Nelworkn will nae the 910 nm
uppur limit for !1'rn1 wmdow systama. IL IN l'.hn1'|.-!'uruL- rt.-cumme-nded that implem-‘onto:-n !!pI'I.‘lf_\" receiver sen-
:-u|1r'It}' nvmr u n;s.~nLer w.'-|veIE]::g1.h range I'run1 ‘I90 nrn to 910 nrn
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